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like to give my personal explanation on one point. Sir, during the Special 

Mentions, when Special Mention No. 4 was being raised by Shri M. Venkaiah 

Naidu, in the pre-lunch session, certain remarks have been made by me, 

which I feel were not in the best spirit and dignity of the House. I offer my 

apology for the same. These inadvertent expressions might have hurt the 

feelings and the sentiments of the individual Members and the Chair, 

particularly, Mr. M. Venkaiah Naidu and Mr. S.S. Ahluwalia. I offer my apology 

to them. Thank you. 
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The Appropriation (Railways) no. 2 Bill, 2000 

THE MINISTER OF RAILWAYS (KUMARI MAMTA BANERJEE): Sir, I 

beg to move: 

"That the Bill to authorise payment and appropriation of certain sums 

from and out of the Consolidated Fund of India for the services of the 

financial years 2000-2001 for the purposes of Railways, as passed by 

Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration." 

The question was proposed. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI RAMA SHANKER KAUSHIK): The motion 

is moved.  Shri Ranganath Misra. 

SHRI RANGANATH MISRA (Orissa): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I would 

like to deal with certain aspects of the railway activities. The Indian Railways 

are, probabfy, one of the largest network in the world and the system is 

already 150 years old. In 1953, we celebrated the centenary of the Indian 

Railways. It is the sinew of the nation. In fact, the network, which ties up the 

entire country, has been operating the largest transport and the largest traffic. 

A crore of people travel every day. At the time of need, the Railways have 

provided the greatest support like movement of food in famine. Today, the 

scarcity of water is being attended to with the assistance of the Indian 

Railways. At the time of emergency, the soldiers are moved. During the 

Second World War the Indian Railways provided the largest transport for the 

Army movement. Though the system is large, and it is one of the single 

largest institutions in the world which carries on commercial activities,  there 

are a lot of things which require improvement. 
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I remember an occasion when a doctor came to the Supreme Court in 1973 

asking for two things, one was that the quality of service had to be improved 

and the other was that the unmanned level crossings should be manned. We 

found that there was some sense in what he had objected to and what he had 

asked for. But the Railways said that they did not have funds to man the 

railway level crossings and, therefore, it was not possible. Today, as I 

understand, the same problem is continuing. A lot of accidents take place at 

the unmanned railway crossings. It was only last year a bus met with the same 

fate in the Northern Railway. Though the Government has, in principle, 

decided that new railway lines would not be opened or undertaken without 

manning provision; this malady of leaving railway crossings unmanned should, 

probably, receive the immediate attention. No such provision has been made 

in the Budget, though it is necessary from the point of public safety as also 

securing Railways own position. I have read the Minister's Railway Budget 

speech and her proposals. I have great personal respect for her. She is a 

genuine fighter and she has taken up an attitude of fighting also. Corruption 

and other things that prevail in the Railways require rectification. 

Unfortunately, there are many things which require immediate attention. It 

should have been, probably, there in the Railway Budget which was presented 

this year. But it has not been done. Travelling by railways should be more 

secure than what it is today. On account of the fact that accidents take place 

very frequently. The number has increased in recent years. One Railway 

Officer, whep asked by me, said "well, we have increased the number of trains 

and the frequency; therefore, the fallout would be accidents." This cannot be a 

proper explanation. If we are not able to provide security to the passengers, 

then there is no point in saying that we are multiplying services, and, therefore, 

accidents will occur. My second point is regarding security which needs to be 

provided while travelling. So many thefts take place. Many of the trains which 

pass through Bihar and Eastern UP are ravaged everyday by a group of 

people which operates there. The Railway Protection Force, which is meant 

for providing cover and security to the passengers, commuters, has failed in 

providing adequate security. Very often, when such a question is raised, the 

Railways take the stand that security is a State subject. Today, knowing what 

the State Governments are, what police protection is, what the State 

Government is capable of providing, I think, this is the responsibility which 

should be taken over by the Railways. Discussions have been taking place 

between the Central Government or the Railway 
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Authorities and the State Governments. But nothing adequate has come out 

as yet. It is high time some provision is made through some law, complying 

with the requirements of the Constitution. The respsonsibility in this direction 

should be completet taken over by the Railways, that would provide security 

to passengers; that would also provide safety to the goods or the luggage 

which is carried by the passengers. While the entire nation is dependent on 

the Indian Railways, it is necessary that Indian Railways should spread out in 

such a manner that every part of the country gets linked through this network. 

All round development takes place only when all kinds of facilities for travelling 

and transportation of goods are provided throughout the country. Still, there 

are many areas in India which have not yet been linked through railway 

network. A system should be developed, placed before Parliament, which 

would show that year after year, within the means available, some schemes 

are put into operation so that the entire country is appropriately nourished. 

This has not been done in the past, nor has it been thought of or 

contemplated in this year's Budget and the Appropriation Bill. I would suggest 

that even if it is not possible to handle all this in a particular year, on account 

of the massive investment that is necessary, a scheme should be drawn up, 

people should be assured that this will be attended to and their needs will be 

fulfilled. And ultimately, within a limited number of years, it should be provided 

or a total improvement should take place, by networking the entire country 

through the railway system. In many areas, our bridges and railway tracks are 

more than a hundred years old. Most of these bridges have lived their life. 

They require replacement. It involves huge expenditure, whenever you think 

of replacing these bridges. Modem technologies are available, which could be 

resorted to. But at any rate, if bridges are necessary, they must be 

reconstructed or improved. Attention should also be paid to this aspect. A 

populist approach is developed that if you raise the fares, then, probably, 

people will go against you. I think this kind of outlook should not be there. If 

improvements are necessary; if you want secure journey, comfortable journey, 

a quid pro quo is to be established between the returns and the fares and, 

therefore, it is necessary that the rates should go up reasonably. Instead of 

increasing the fares at one go, it should be done gradually so that funds so 

raised could be utilised in meeting the necessary requirements. There is no 

provision for that purpose. The Minister feels satisfied by saying, "I have not 

hiked the passenger fare. I have hiked the freight rates within a reasonable 

limit." I feel that it is the obligation of the Railway Minister to make adequate 
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provisions on these lines. Most of the trains do not have pantry cars, I am a 

regular commuter. I travel once or twice every month. I find that the long-

distance trains do not have pantry cars. In the absence of pantry cars, many of 

the people suffer. A few days back, when 1 was going to Chennai, I found that 

the train did not have water. Four or five days back I went to receive a friend of 

mine who was also complaining that there was no water ,in the Rajdhani 

Express. This should not happen. The system of attendants is probabfy not 

appropriate. Unless you coordinate these services in a better way and make 

proper arrangements in all the trains, the situation will not improve. Then food 

facilitiy available on the trains is not good on account of the fact that 

sometimes the food is cold and sometimes the food is not properly wrapped. 

Very often, if the train is late, no food is provided or made available. I have a 

grievance that there is a variation in the quality of food depending upon on 

which line and to which destination the train is going. The Rajdhani Express 

that goes from here to Calcutta has better food than the Rajdhani Express that 

goes from here to Hiubaneswar. This discrimination should not be tolerated 

when the ticket fare is the same. If the fare is the same, there should be no 

variation. The other day when I was going to Bombay by a train, I found that 

the food was much better than the normal food that is supplied in other trains. 

The quality of food should be sustained and the average level should be 

uniform. The other facilities which are provided by the Railways, i.e. bedding, 

etc. they are also not of good quality. Proper attention is not paid to these 

facilities. Some of them require replacement which are still continuing in 

service. These days towels are not being provided in the trains. I do not know 

why this facility has been withdrawn. If you ask an attendant to supply a towel, 

he says, "There is no provision for it. I have not been supplied with adequate 

number of towels." These are very small things but they are very irritating. I do 

not know why no attention is being paid to these small things. 

Now I would like to refer to some of the problems relating to Orissa. 

Zone-wise, Orissa is providing the highest income to the Railways. I have 

talked to many Railway officials who admitted that it was a fact. If Orissa is 

really giving the highest return, it should receive the highest attention of the 

Railways. It is a commercial business. If we are doing well, we should be paid 

equally well. I do not know why Orissa does not receive this type of attention 

from the Railways. Hiubaneswar was deemed to be a zone. In 1998, we had a 

provision of Rs. 1 crore in the Budget. We thought that it would be sliding in 

the sense that it would be increasing year after year. 
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But the fact is, it is decreasing year after year. In the first year the budget was 

Rs. 1 crore. The next year, the budget was Rs. 60 lakhs and this year the 

provision is Rs. 30 lakhs. This gives the impression as if Railways have 

decided to drop it and deviate from the decision that has been taken to make 

it a zonal sector. No explanation is available even in the scheme as to why the 

provision for this zone is being reduced year after year in a systematic form. In 

1998-99, you had set apart Rs.264 crores in all for the development of 

railways in Orissa. That was reduced to Rs.200 crores the next year. And in 

the current year it has been made Rs. 150 crores; this again without any 

indication as to why the amount is on the lower side. Year after year this 

provision is being reduced. 

Sir, twenty per cent of the track is yet to be electrified. A normal good 

manager would try to fully complete the work. But this is not handled that way. 

After a lot of shouting and demands, some attention was given five years 

back. Now no attention is being given. Twenty per cent is left behind. It is yet 

to be attended to. I suggest that this should receive immediate attention so 

that the entire belt could be electrified and advantage obtained. Orissa has 

been a hydel surplus area. If the railway lines are electrified, then, the trains 

can run smoothly at good speed and with less of expenses. Therefore, it is in 

the interests of the railways that this should be attended to quickly. We have 

three areas where we have been pressing for broadguage transformation. All 

these are located in adiwasi areas; one in Koraput, another in Balasore-

Mayurbhanj and the third one, a small track in the new district of Raigarh. The 

Government, as a policy, has been staling everywhere that it is its intention to 

devote full attention to rural areas, and within the rural areas to areas which 

are inhabited by the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and backward 

people, so that they can be brought into the national stream, and the 

advantages of development can be reaped by them. If that is the real 

intention, then, I think, these arc the three areas where the railway 

administration should come forward and immediately attend to the work so 

that the broadguage conversion can take place, and occasional rumours that 

the railway authorities are deciding to withdraw certain trains, that they would 

not be making them operational, would stop. We have been demanding that a 

Shatabdi Express should be introduced connecting the national Capital, Delhi, 

to the State capital, Bhubancswar. Alternately, we are also saying that on an 

experimental basis, a Shatabdi 
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Express from Calcutta to Bhubaneswar and back to Calcutta should be 

introduced. Shatabdi Express has been provided in many areas. The concept 

of Shatabdi train came by saying that places which have 100-year old railway 

lines would be able to have this train. The railway track between Calcutta and 

Chennai was completed in 1901, about a hundred years back. So, we have 

earned a right to claim the right of Shatabdi on this side. I suppose the Railway 

Minister would provide a Shatabdi train on this line at least the next year. We 

have the Rajdhani Express which runs twice a week. At least, this could be 

made operational for one more day; hence, three trips a week can be provided 

without involving any additional train on the line. I believe, the Railways are 

withdrawing this train to some other line and reducing the trip to once a week. 

This should be avoided.Puri is a city of pilgrimage. We had demanded a lot of 

improvement to the railway station, larger accommodation, more space for 

pilgrims to take shelter. We had also demanded that the platforms may be 

enlarged to receive trains and allow free movement of passengers. During the 

Car Festival, you get pilgrims to the extent of about five to six lakhs from 

outside, apart from three to four lakhs from the locality. There are three or four 

other occasions when we get so many people. The Government has provided 

a hospital but that hospital is not adequate. The Railways could also provide a 

good hospital there and other facilities like a pilgrim centre. Outside the 

platform, the railway property is available. There could be a rest shed also. 

These are requirements which have been pressed for in the past, but no 

attention has been given. The demand persists. Attention does not appear to 

be commensurate. We had also been demanding an excellent canteen to be 

located there because many long-distance trains come very late. We have a 

train from Tirupati. We have a train from Chennai. We have a train from Delhi. 

If the trains run late, pilgrims find it very difficult to move out. If food is 

available, a rest shed is available, they can remain there overnight and make 

their arrangements for the next morning. We had demanded a railway 

connection between Keonjhar and the Dhamra Port. Dhamra is a small port, 

not far away from our northern border with Bengal, located near the Bay of 

Bengal. Keonjhar is one of the mining belts of the State. These have to be 

linked. The proposal has received acceptance. But there is no furtherance. We 

want that to be expedited. I have a feeling that the railways have a social 

obligation, apart from running as a commercial concern. As a social 

organisation, it has to look after the development of the nation and the country 

as a whole.  There should be a uniform treatment 
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to all areas, and people of one area or one State should not have a feeling 

that they are being discriminated against. For that purpose, in the matter of 

provision of trains, in the matter of running of trains, in the matter of other 

benefits that accrue from running of railway operations, attention should be 

given on the basis of equality. For that purpose, I would appeal to the Railway 

Minister, who has a soft heart; but, occasionally, it is capable of turning very 

hard. I had occasion to talk to her when I was in the Human Rights 

Commission and she had been fighting her political opponent. I found when 

she wanted to be hard, she would be hard. But, I suppose, she will now turn 

soft to us and look into our requirements, which we have been trying to agitate 

for years, and make immediate provision so that the grievances of the local 

people would die out. Orissa is a backward State in many respects. But it is 

capable of development. Nature has been kind. But the human agency has 

not been recqjrocally active. On that account, our backwardness has been 

persisting. I suppose, if railways coordinate and other factors or other units 

are operative, we would be able to pull out Orissa from its present situation 

and make it march on in the path of advancement. I have nothing else to add. 

But I request that the Minister remembers what I have suggested and takes 

note of it and proceeds. 

SHRIMATI BIMBA RAIKAR (Kamatak) . Sir, I agree with our friend that 

the food quality in the train is very poor. 
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�#	�
 4� ���S_ �. :��. �5=
 �#  ����2S �2 ह��. ह� B��� ���
# �#  	�8 	�6#D ���� ��
# �. 
>�l���� ह� ; �� ��� ह. �ह 3. �ह
� :�ह��=� 	� �#��# ��5 � ���� �ह0� �/� ���� ह��� ह� ; 
�#��# �ह0� �/# ��5 � ���� �� �.� ���� ह� ; �� B� ��� �� )�\. ��ह �# 4�
�� ह�� L� ��%�� 
ह�� 	� ��5 � ���� �2 �# ��� :��. ह��� ह5 L� �� :��. ह08 	ह��# �2 �ह0� �# ��= 6�	�� ह0> 
���# ह� ; B��. 4��: ह�
. :�	ह8 ; B� ���� � 4� :�	���� ह��. ह� �
�� ���
# �#  	�8 ��Y 
��� ����� 	
���� 4�
� :�	ह8 ; �ह ��� (.� ह5 	� B� �� ���� �2 ::9 ���# ह�,��X. 4. 
���� 
�S ���# ह� L� ह��� >n��
 �#�# ह� 	� ह� :��. ���2 =#,ह� �|�:�� �7�# =#,ह� 
�#Y��
. �7�2 =#,ह� )�\� ^��ह�� ��2=# �#	�
 B��. ��I 4� ह� �=	� �#�# ह� �� �ह 
�� 
��X �. 	��. ह� ; �� ��

.�� ��4� 4. �# 	
�#�
 �i� =� 	� >n��
 �ह. L� �# ह�
# 
:�	ह8,>��#  >n��
 ����	�� ह�
# :�	ह8 �3. 4��� ह��� �=#=� 	� ह���. �.�. �#��# 
��X��� :�� �ह. ह5 	4� �� ह� =w�� �� ���# ह� ;  
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 �ह���,�� ��� ह. �ह 3.  	
�#�
 ��

.� ��X. 4. �# �� i=� 	� �0 \ ��� �ह�# �#�# 
,��� �# 1997-98 �2 4� �#��# �2 BG��S� ह��� �� �ह �=3= 6 �� ��~# 6 ���/ i�8 �� ह��� �� 
; �#	�
 �ह ><�� �. ��� ह. ह5 	� 8� \�S# �# )����� �2,6��� 1998-99 �2,�� 8H4#HS�. �� 

हZ �ह ���� �#	�
 �ह B���S� 212 ���/ i�8�� > =�� ह� ; ���� )=� 	��� 	��� 
4�8,���� ����
 4� BG��S� 	��� 4��� ह� �ह 650 ���/ i��# �� ह�=� ; �ह�� ��~# 6 ���/ 
i��� L� �ह�� 650 ���/ i��� ; �ह �]�` H�7 ह0Y,B��#  �.\# �w
 ह� L� H�� ���1 ह5 	� 
3��� �#  ���= *�*#,3��� �#  ���= 4� �ह�# �#� �#  �5=@� �� ��:#4,����
 8@�.��. B���W. 
�=5�ह 4� 3. �ह :���# �# �ह :��. �. �� H�� �#��# �� :�
# �2 �ह���� 
हZ �#�. �.,H�� �#��# 

हZ :� ���. �.,���. �4ह �# �� ��� �#  )@�� �#��# 
# B�
� ��� �~� 	��� 	� ���� B�
. 
�/. ��X� �2 BG��S� ��
# �. >�l���� �/. ; �� B�	�8 �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� BG��S� ��
# �� 
>4 8� I5 6
 ह� =�� ह� ; ह� 	�3�= �ह ��A�� ह5 	� BG��S� �. ह0Y :.Q 6��� ���. ह�=. 
�� )�\. ह�=. ; �#	�
 �ह ह� ��� �: 
हZ ह� ; B�	�8 �� �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� BG��S� �#  ����# 
�2 )=� �हZ �� h���� BG��S� 	��� =�� ह5 �� B��#  ���# �2 ��X. 4. �� 	�6#D i� �# 4��: ��
. 
:�	ह�# L� B� ��]�o �� ���
� :�	ह�# ��	� ह� )
��l�� i� �# )�
. 	��#6. �0u� �� 3���� 
:� 
हZ ��2 ;  
 
 ���3�m�E �ह���,�#��# �#  ��*
 �~�
# �#  ���# �2 �� �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� ; 4� �� �#��# 
�#  ��� ���4. 
हZ ह�=.,�#�� �#  ��� B�S
�� 	����� 
हZ ह7=# :�ह# �4S�. ���S� �#,:�ह# S5H� �#  
��m�� �# �� 	��. h��B�S �2:� �#  
�� �# �� 	��. L� �ह��= �#  
�� �# �� 	��B
�#�S�2S �#  

�� �# 45�#-45�# >�l���� �/�. ह5,���4. �. >�l���� �#��# �. �ह0� �/. ह� ; ह� B� ��� 
�� 4�
�# ह� ; �#	�
 �� �ह 	
�#�
 ��
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� �#��# �#  ��� �ह0� 4�.
. �G��o ह� ; �� 
�ह 
हZ �ह �ह� ह�� L� �#�# �ह
# �� )�� �ह 
हZ 	
���� 4�
� :�	ह�# 	� �� ���� �#:
# �. 
��� �� �ह� ह�� ; �#	�
 �� ��

.�� ��X. 4. �# �ह �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� >��. 4�.
 �� 
)
�	*�] � �}4# h���� �~�# 4� �ह# ह� ; ��= �
 �� �}4� �� �#  )�
. ��4.-��S. :���# 
ह7=#,)�
� ^����� :���# ह7=# �#	�
 �#��# �� ���# 
0H��
 ह��� ह� ; �� ��X. 4. �# �ह 	
�#�
 
��
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� >� )�
. �G��o �. �E� ��2 L� �� �G��o �� ��0���= ��2 ; 
>�l���� �/# �� �� �G��o �#  ��m�� �# ���4. B��. ��2 L� �#��# �� (.� ���� �# 
��*
,�0	�*�T� �� 	����� ��
# �� ��� ��2 ; 4� ��= )
	*�] � �}4# ���# ह� :�ह# �# �#��# �#  
���:��. ह7,:�ह# �#��# �0	�� �#  ��= ह7,:�ह# 4
�� �#  L� ��Y ��= ह7,�
 )
	*�] � �}47 �� 
���
#  
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 �#  	�8 4����� ���� 	��� 4�
� :�	ह�# ; �0A# �=�� ह5 	� B� ����# �2 =	�	�	*��� �ह0� *.�. 
=	� �# :� �ह. ह� ; ��= *.�#-*.�#  �#��# �. �G��o �� )�
. �G��o ��A �� ��3�= �� �ह# 
ह� ; B�	�8 >�l���� B� ��� �. ह5 	� �#��# �4= ह�,)�
. ���S_ �. �E� ��# L� )�
. 
���S_ �� B� ���� �# �# 	� ��= ���� �0i���= 
 �� ��2  ; >�l���� �/# �� B��. 
4��: ह�
. :�	ह�# ��
# �#  ��� 	4
 ��=7 
# �}4� 	��� ह0> ह5,�
�#  	��I ������ह. ह�
. 
:�	ह�# ;   
 
 ���3�m�E �ह���,�� 8� L� 	�D� 	
�#�
 ��
� :�ह�� ह�� ; �� B���W. ��#S. �2 ह�� 
L� )3. ���: ��� 	�
 �ह�# ��

.� �3��	� 4. 
# �0A# B� ��#S. �� :#���5
 	
�0U 	��� ह� 
; ��
# )�
. 	���S� �2 �ह ��� �ह. ह� 	� �#=�� B�%��� 	�	�S#� 4� =�
��2S �. �� �
. ह�,�ह 
	�� ह��. 4� �ह. ह�,�.��� ह��. 4� �ह. ह� ; �0A# g�. 4�
���. 	��. ह�,��X. 4. B��� �
I�� 
�� ���# ह� 	� �2=� B�%��� 	�	�S#� �#  ���� �2 4� �.
 :�� ��ह� �#  ��= ह�,�ह �ह. ��= ह� 4� 
�2=� B�%��� �#  �	���*_ ह�,�� �#	SSQ� ह� ; �
 ��=7 �� B��#  ���� �2 ���� =�� ह� ; �
�� ���� 
�2 ���
# �# �#=�� B�%��� 	�	�S#� 	�� ह��. 4� �ह. ह� ; �� �	���*9 �� 	���*. 
हZ ह�� :�ह# ��Y 
3. �� �
. ह�,:�ह# �����. �� �
. ह�,)� 0�#�
 L� ����.��1 �#  �w�#  �2 �ह �0�l�� ह� 	� ह� 
	��. �� �ह0� )	*� ��S#H6
 �2 ; �#	�
 �#=�� B�%��� �. 4� �0��6� �. =Y ह� ���#  �	���*_ 
��= ���� �2 6�	�� ह�,�� �# �� �
�. =	�	�	*�7 �� 4�
���. �. 4�
. :�	ह�# ; g�# ��=7 
�� ���2 �
� :�	ह�# 	4
�� )�
� ��Y B�S#�#�S ��ह� 
 ह�,	4
�� 0� �� B�S#�#�S ह�,�ह 
�#=�� B�%��� �� 
हZ :�
# �2=# ; �ह �#=�� B�%��� �#  ����* �2 �#�� �ह�� �� ह� ;  
  
 ���3�m�E �ह���,�#=�� B�%��� �#  ����* �2 �#�� ����� �� �ह ह5 	� ���. 4� 
�# �#	�S. ह5 4� �#�# ��� 4�
���. ह5 ���#  �0��	�� �� �ह �ह ���� ह�� 	� �#=�� B�%��� 
�� �#S.6
 �2 �ह �� )�
# �#=
 ���Y ���. ह�,���. ��	�S. ��� ह� =Y ह�, g�. 3. ��Y 
	���S� 
हZ ह� ; ह� ���� ह5 	�\�# �� �.
 ��� �2 	�� �
 =Y ह�,B��. �4ह �# ���. �r�S 
>I ���H6
 h���� >�. ह�=. �#	�
 ���#  ���4�� 3. �2=� B�%��� �ह0� �0��
. �� �
. 
ह�,ह���. �� �
. :� �ह. ह� ; ���� B� ���� �# ���
# 
हZ �#
� :�	ह8 ; ���� �#��# ��X��� 
�. ��I �# ���6�U ���E1 �#
� :�	ह8 L� �5=
 ��:#J�= ��
# �� ��� ��B�#S �#HS� �# 
��
# �. �4�8 �
�# ��
� :�	ह8 ; �� ��B�#S �#HS� �� 	���* ��
# �. ��� 
हZ �� �ह� ह�� ; 
�#	�
 �� �ह �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� >	� 4� 3.  
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����� �. �ह0� �/. ��	6,*
��	6 ���2 B@�#�S �. ह0Y ह5 �� ��	6 �� �:�
# �� ��� 3. 
����� �� ��
� �/�� ह5 L� �ह ����� �� ��	�C� ह��� ह� ;  
  
 1$�'	:�; (�� ��	)�3� 3��)3): ��

.� ){��� 4.... 
 
 �� �	��	� 4<	�: 8� 	�
S �2 �� �� C� �� �ह� ह�� ���3�m�E 4. ; �� �# �� 
8H�.�2� �� ::9 ���#  )�
. ::9 �� ���y �i� =�;  
 
 ���3�m�E �ह���,8H�.�2�� ह��# ह� L� 45�� 	� )3. ��

.� 	�f 4. 
# �ह� 	� 
8H�.�2�� 45�#-45�# ��� �~�� ह5 h���� 3. ह��# ह� �#	�
 ह�
# 
हZ :�	ह8 ; �ह ��� (.� ह5 
�#	�
 8H�.�2�� �#  ���# �2 ह� �� 4�
�# ह�,�Y ��� �# ��/I�/ �#  ���1 ह��# ह� L� 	�\�# 4-
5 ���7 �#  >��/2 �#2=# �� ��/I�� �#  ���1 �
 8H�.�2�� �2 �#��# �� �=3= 400 �# 500 
���/ i��� �	� �D� �5�#4 ह� 4��� ह� ; ��/I�� �#  ���17 �� 	
����1 ��
� :�	ह8 ; �ह 
500 ���/ 4� �	��D� ह���� �#�S ह� 4��� ह5 ���� �:�
# �#  	�8 ���� 	��� 4�
� :�	ह8 ; 
B� ��/I�� �#  )���� ����. 4� S#������� 8�HS	�S.4 ह��. ह� 	4��#  ���1 �#��# 8� ���S 
S��=#S �
 4��� ह5 L� ��X. 3. ���# 4��# ह� ; ��	X�7 �� 3. 	��. ���� �# ���E1 �#
# �#  
	�8,�0�E� ^����� �� �4��� ��
# �#  	�8 �� ��X. 4. �# 	
�#�
 �i� =� 	� >��. 4� �0�E� 
^����� ह5 ���2 ह�� 	�	
�W. �#  ��� B� ��� �� ::9 ह�
. :�	ह8 	� ��	X�7 �. �0�E� 	�� 
���� �# B� ��/I�� L� S#��	���� ������ह. �# �. 4� ��# ,�� �w� �# �
 B���7 �2 4ह�� 
�� �# S#��	���� 8�HS	�S.4 �ह0� h���� ह� ;  
 
 �# �� 8� ��� L� �ह�� �� )�
. ��� ���y �� �ह� ह�� ; �� )3. ह5������ =�� �� 
; ह5������,>�q ��#6 �2 �ह0� ���# ��4���
 �#  ����. ��= �ह�# ह�,��7 �. ��,�� �2 ह� ; 
�
�� ह5������,>�q ��#6 �# :�
# �#  	�8 8� 	��@������-4��0� W#
 	���. ह� ; B��#  �.: 
�2 8� ��19 �S#6
 �# �#�� 60 �.� �� �.: �2 ��� =#4 ह� =�� ह� ; �ह �.: �2 ��� =#4 ह�,B*� 
�.S� =#4,�*� �.S� =#4 ; 8� >��. �� �ह�� ���
� �/�� ह5,	I� �� W#
 �2 :~
� �/�� 
ह�,	I� ���
� �/�� ह�,	I� :~
� �/�� ह� ; �	ह��8� 4��. ह�,��# 4��# ह� ���� �/. 
)�0	�*�T� �� ���
� ��
� �/�� ह� ; �� ��X. 4. �# 	
�#�
 �i� =� 	� B� ���� �. 
)�0	�*�T� �# �:
# �#  	�8 �
 ��	X�7 �#  	�8 >� 8� �.*. W#
 4� 3. ����� (.� �# 	��#,�ह 
	
���2 ; ह���# >�q ��#6 �#  ����� �ह��� h���� 	�S#� �2 B��� ��� ��2 =# ; �� g�� ��A�� 
ह�� 	� �ह W#
 :��
# �# ��4���
 �#  ����. ��=7 ��-4� �ह�� �# >�# ह� )�
# ��4���
 �#  B���#  
�2 ��� ��� �� ��
-�0%� ��
# �#  	�8 ��� ��4. ��S. �#  	�8-��� 	��#=. ; g�� �#�� >{ह 
ह�  
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 )�� �2,���3�m�E �ह���,�� *@���� �#
� :�ह�� ह�� ह���. ���� 4. �� 	� �@ह7
# 
)4�#� �# �#�� �0V�� �� 4� 8� �ह0� �/� �.�� ���
 ह� ���#  	�8 �#��# ��B
 ���
 �. ह� ; 
�� B��#  	�8 �
�� >3��. ह�� L� B
 ���# 6}�7 �#  ��� �� B� 8��	�86
 	�� �� ����
 
���� ह�� ; �ह0� *@���� ;  
 
 ����� =>?3�	 $	�(��(��<�. ��=��): ��

.� ���3�m�E �ह���,)�
# ���� �2 
�ह
# �#  ��� �� )=� �� 	=
�� �� �ह �� ����Z ��� �#��# 8��	�86
 	�� �� ��� �ह. ह�� ; >�
# 
�0A# B� ��� �w�� 	��� B�	�8 �� >��� *@���� �#�. ह�� ; ::9 ह� ��� ���# ह�,��X. :�ह# 4� 
3. ह7 ; �4# �. ��� �ह ह5 	� 4� ::98� ह��. ह� �
�2 �ह�7 �. *�� �/��# �# 	=���
 �2 ह� 

	����
 �. ���6�. ��	66 ��X ���# ह� ; >4 ��
.� �#  B� �w� �2 �ह�# ह� 	� �.���. 
�� B��4 �0�l�� 
हZ ह�,�����	�� �0�l�� ह� ; �.���. ��/ �2 > =�. �� B��4 ह� ह. 4��� 
ह� ; �� �#��# 	�3�= �2 �ह0� ���. g�. �.��	���� ह5 4� ह� 4�
�# ह�,ह�2 ����� ह� ���#  ���4�� 
���7 ��� =04� =8 �# �� ���2 L� ���2 ह� �ह. ह�,>n��
 	�8 4��# ह�,�# �� B�	�8 	� 
����.� ^����� �. �#� 
 i�# ,
 �S�. �# ���#,
 �0घ�S
�8� ह7,
 �हZ )���* ह� ; �# �� B�
� 
ह. ह��� ह5 	� ��b����2S�. �ह�7 �. ��S. I�B� L� ��S. ह��. 4��. ह�,�0 \ �t# L� 40/ 4��# 
ह5 ; 8� ��� L� ��� �ह. ह��,�0 \ �t# L� 40/ 4�8�=#,�#	�
 B� �. H�� 	���,�	���� ह�=. 
,�ह �0A# 
हZ ����� ; ह� ��� �ह. ��:�� 	� ह�2 ����� ह�,4t� �. ह�.�� H�� ह� ����D �� 
�#�. ह�� ;  
 
 ���3�m�E 4.,B� ��� �#� �4S �ह�. �	ह�� ��X. 
# �#6 	��� ह5 4� 	� ��=�� �. 
ह�,�#�#  ���� �. 3. ह� L� �#�# ��हz# �. 3. ह� ;  
 
 f. ����#� 3����.(	�ह��): ���= �.	48,4� ���=
� ह� ; 
 
 ����� =>?3�	 $	@(��: )=� �	ह�� 	�� ��� ��
# �. ��� ह��. �� �� ���� 4. �# 
��� ���.,�#	�
 �#� �. B�
. �/. ^����� ���� 4. �5 �# ��3�� ��8�=. 4� 	� ���� 4. �� 
�
 �#ह �# 3�� ह�,�#	�
 ह�� ��. ह� ; �ह���,�� �ह �ह. �. 	� �# �#�# ���� �. ह. 
हZ,�#�# 
��हz# �. 3. ह� L� ���7 �# ह� 8� –����# �# �	�	:� ह� ��
. 	� ��� 3. ह�,����� 3. ह� ; 
�ह���,�
�� �4S 4� >6� �. ��6
. �#  ��� 4
�� �#  ���# �� )�
� ����-3�� ह�� 	�8 
ह0> >��,�#	�
 �ह ह�� ��. �� ; B�	�8 *@���� ��� �� )I��� 4�	ह� �i�  ��A
 �2 �/ 
4��. ह�� ; �� �ह. �ह ���. ह�� 	� ���� 4. 
# 3. 6��� 	�49 =�	�� �. ��ह ��:� ह� ; �ह 0� 
��	�X. ह� L� �� �@ह2 �ह0� 
4�.�  
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�# 4�
�. ह�� ; �0A# ����� ह� 4�� �. ह�.�� H�� ह�,	�� �#  �ह��
# �� ���� 4. �# ,��� )�\� 
ह5 ….(^��*�
)…. 
हZ,���� 4. �. =�/. 
हZ \� S#=. �3. ;  
 
 �ह���,�� B� ��� �� 06. 4�	ह� �i� =. 	� ��=�� �#  ���# �2 )
#� घ�D1�8� �. =�. 
ह� 4�	� �# ��=�� �. ह. �#� ��X. 
हZ ह�,���#  3��� �. �#� ��X. ह� ; 3��� �#  �ह0� �# ���� B
�. 
���� �# )\� �# �ह =8,B� �#  	�8 �0A# #� 3. ह� ;  
 
 �ह���,B@ह7
# �ह� 	� �ह �#� �4S 	
��6�i�. )*���� �� 	�S�
# �#  	�8 >�� ह� ; 
�#	�
 ����*
7 �#  )3�� �2 >6� ��	��� �
�� >�6 �#  8� ��
# �� �ह�. /. ह� ; ��� 
ह. ���8=� 	� ���� 4. �. �G�.�2 �� ���. ह7=. L� ह� ���� 4. �#  �	� 4� �G�.�2 �=�8 �5(# 
ह�,�# �� ���. ह7=. ; �ह���,�0�E� ���E� L� �#ह�� �I�Y �#  	�8 	4�
# )�� �. )�#E� ह�,�ह 
�ह�� �# >8=�,	�� ��ह �# >8=� ? 8� :.4 �0A# 4i� �= �ह. ह5 	� ���� 4. 4
�0. �# 
����0. ह� =�. ह� ; ��4 4. �. �] �� ह0Y �� �� ��c� ���# ह� 4�8�=# ; \k�� I�/�� ����*
 
0�-�-0� 40S 4�8�=#; 
 �� .�.6�.=�%B��(�o� ��#6): ��� 4
�� �. ��I �#�# ह� ;  
 
 ����� =>?3�	 $	@(��: >4�� ��� >� �. ह. ��I �# �ह# ह� ; �ह���, ��� �. 
::9 :�. �� �0A# ��c�.	� �����1 �� 8� ���= ��� > =�� ; B�# �0
��� �� �0
: �#� �4S �� 
>�� =. ; �ह ��^� ह�,�0��1 ह�,�ह �ह�# ह08 �� ���
� :�ह�. ह�� 	� ��� �#  ��h��	3D#� �#  ��� 
�.�� )� 30� i� �2 �0��� 	��Y �/ �ह. �Z ; ह
0��
 L� �
 �#  ��	��7 
# �@ह2 �
��	�
. �#  
i� �2 �#� ��,4� �@ह7
# �.�� �#  B� i� �� �#� �� �@ह2 �=� 	� �ह �� )� 30� i� ह� ; 
�#	�
 �# ��= �ह
# �=# 	� �हZ �0 \ ��. ह� ; H�� ��. ह�? �� 8� ��
� 
# ����# ��
� �# �ह� 
��\� 
हZ ह� ; L� �� �� (.� ह�,�#	�
 ���\ �ह�� =�. ; �ह )�
. ��| �# �# �ह# �# 	� ���\ 
हZ 
�� �0���. �5 �# ? ��. ��ह ���. :.42 ह�-���� 4. �ह0� �#ह�
. ह�,���� 4. �� 	�� �ह0� )�\� 
ह�,	���= 3. �ह0� )�\� ह�,�� �#  ���4�� �� �ह �(�� ह5 	� ���\ �ह�� ह�,����*
 �ह�� ह�? ह� 
)�
# 8�=� �# �#�# ह�,45�# 	� ��
�7 
# )�
# 8�=� �# �#� ��,4� ��<�. ��=�� �#  ��= )�
# 
8�=� �# �#�# ह� �� �ह. ��  > 4��� ह5 	� ���\ �ह�� ह�,����*
 �ह�� ह�?  
 
 �� .�.6�.=�%B��: �� �� 4�/ �#�# ह�,�ह�-4�S �� �#�# ह� ;  
  
 ����� =>?3�	 $	�(��:  �ह�-4�S 4� �
#=� �� �#� 4�8=� ;  
 
 ���3�m�E �ह���,ह���# �ह�� 7 
Y �#� ��B
7 �#  ���# �2 ����� =�� ह5 	4
 �� 1968 
���/ i�8 :� >8=� L� B� �D� �# �� 38 ���/ i�8 �. ��� �. =�. ह� ;  
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���= �#  	�8 15 ��c� ह� 	4
 �� :� �. ��	6 650.8 ���/ ह�=. ; B� �D� �#  	�8 �# �� 38.8 
���/ ; )� 8	�� 	
�� �#  ���� �. �Q� �� 	ह��� �=�8� �� ��c�7 �� ���� ��
# �2 	��
# 
�D� �=2=#,�#� �2X. 4. )�
# �o� �2 4i� ���8� ;  
 
 �#� ��X. 4. 
# ���� 	��� ह5 	� B� �D� �#  ��:� �#  3.�� ह. �.
 ��4
�8� ���. �� �. 
4�8�=. ; �
=� �#W����,���0�,�.घ�,8���F.,=�4��,�/=�	\��,�0�6.�ह�S �	ह� ��� 
Y 
6��T� �2 ��� ���� ��
# �� >n��
 �@ह7
# 	��� ह� ; �ह ���= �DR �# ��<�. ��=�� �#  ��= 
�(��# :�# >8� ह�,���: ��	X�7 
# >n��
 ह. 	��� ��,B� ��� >n��
 �	� ���� ह� 4�8 �� 
B��# �/. L� ��Y 06. 
हZ ह�=. ;  
 B��#  )���� )=�# >b�� �D� �2 �#� ��X��� �.
 6��T� �2 =#Q ���
# �� ��� 
3. 60i ��#=� ; ��� ह. 15 6��T� �2 ��ह�. ��B
 	�\�
# �� ��� 60i �� 	��� 4�8=� ; ���# 
�� 	�8 	�@�0 �ह0� ���. g�. :.42 ह� 4� �ह0� �0��Y ह� ; 	������ह L� ह��/� �S#6
 �# ��Q 
20 �� �# ��� ��= ��S.-��Q. �#  	�8 ������� ���# ह� ; 4
��,�� �. ��| �# ���o� �# 
�0G�Y �. �0�
� �. 4� ���. ह� ; �ह�� �#� �#�� �� 	:X H�� ह�? �# �� 246 	����.S� �#���=� 
�#  	�8 2,101 Y.8�.��. =�	/��� ह� 4�	� ���o� �2 B
�. ��,�� ��I. �� ह�,844 	����.S� 
�� �# �� 1,080 ह� ��
. �0G�Y �# >*. ह� ; �5	
� ��X. �#� �. >��
. �~�
# �2 �ह0� �~. 
3�	��� )�� ���# ह�,�� �#� ��X. 4. �# =0Q�	�6 �i� =. 	� �# �5	
� ��	X�7 �#  	�8 4� ��� �� 
�. =�	/��� ह�,�
�2 �
�#  	�8 m��
 �2 ;  
   
 ������ह L� ह��/� �S#6
7 �#  )	�	�U ���� �� �� ��
# �#  	�8 
8 Sb�
� 
�
�8 4��8,���#  ���#  �2 �# ��:2 L� )�
# �o� �2 ���8� ; ��=�� �#  ��Q��9 �#  ��7 ��	X�7 �� 
	4
 �����T� �� ���
� ��
� �/�� ह�,�
�#  ���# �2 L� ��
=�.� �#� �#�� �. �	�� �#  ���# 
�2 �#� �4S �2 ��Y ����� 
हZ ह� ; ��
# 8� �� 	��� �� �5=
7 �. �.� �#  ���#  �2,�o� �0A# 
�0 \ )S�S� �� �= �ह� ह� ; �o� �2 �ह ह5 	� 9�Z ��4
� �#  	�8 ��� 	�}�7 �. घS. ह0Y 
>�l���� �#  ���1 �.� �� ह0Y ; H�� �:�0: ��� 	�}�7 �. >�l���� �� ह� =Y ह5 
B�	�8 �5=
 �� �.�# 4� �ह# ह�? �ह 3. �� 4�

� :�ह��=.; 
 
 �5=
 B�	��� �#  ���#  �2 ������ 4. 
# ��I. �0 \ �ह 	��� ह5 B�	�8 �� �� 
 4��� 
�� >=# �~�. ह�� ;
Y ��4
�T� L� ������ �#  �� ��  �o� ���_ ��h�7 �#  ���# �2 ��1� :0k�. 
ह�,�ह �ह0� �0� ह� ; 100 �5	
� �	����7 �� \�/ 
w��. �. �0	�*� �. L� ��Y ::9 
हZ ह� ;  
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 ���� 4. 
# �ह� ह� 	� )=�# >b�� �D� �2 �
�� ��X��� ��	X�7 �. �0�E� L� 
�0	�*� �� )	*� 4�� �#=� ; 2000-2001 �2 �#� ��X��� �#  	�8 	
*9	�� �� 11,000 ���/ 
��
# �� ����� ह5 4� 	� B� �D� �#  ��6�	*� )
0���
 �# 23 �	�6� h���� ह� B��2 �# �4S �2 
�� �5�� ह� 3580 ���/ i��� ���. 3668 ���/ i�8 �� ��4�� �# �Q� 	��� 4�8=� ; )�9� 
�Q� �4S �#  	
*9	�� �5�# �# h���� ह�=� ; B��#  ��� 3. 4� ��. ह�=.,�ह ��3��: ��� 3�/� 
�]�`,�#�  �.  Q�.
 �#  ^�����	�� ���=,W#
,�5=
 L� 	S�S �� 	�a��
 >	� �# ���. �. 
4�8=. ; ��@�0 B��# �#� �� 	��
. >��
. ह�=.,�ह �4S �2 
हZ �ह� =�� ह� ; �@ह7
# 0� ह. 
�ह� ह5 	� )=�# >b�� �D� �2 �#� `��� 45 �� S
 �#  ��� �	��ह
 �� � � �
��� =�� ह� ; 
4� �5=
7 �. ��. ह� �� B� � � �� ���� 
हZ 	��� 4� ��# =� ; �ह ��I ह5 	� B� � � �#  ���# 
ह�
# �� 
 ह�
# �� ह. �4S �� घ�S� ���� ��
# �. ��� 	
3�� ह� ; ��X. 4. >4 �. )�#E� 40-50 
�	�6� ��� �	��ह
 �~�
� :�ह�. ह� ��@�0 ��� 3�/� �~��� B� � � �� 3. )	
�<� �� 
	��� =�� ह� ; �ह�� �� 	� B� �4S �� 4� ���=�	��7 �#  	�8 )�\� ����� =�� �� �@ह7
# 
3. �ह� ह5 	� �� :. f#1. �� 	����� �~��� ��� 3�/# �� �� �
� �	:� �� ;  
 
 =#Q �	����
,	��� ^����� �. �t	�,����� �#� ��4
�,��	X�7 �� �0ह�	��� 
�#
�,B
 �3. E#X7 �2 )
0���
 �. ��	6 �0 \ �~�Y �� =Y ह5 4� ��� �# �#
# �� )�\. �=�. ह� 
�#	�
 
Q�.� �# �#2 �� g�� �=�� ह5 	� �# *0�8 �#  ���� ह� 4� ��	�6 �. 4=ह >�7 �� 
�/��हS ह. �2=# ; )�
# >� �2 �# �ह0� ���#  	��S ���� ह�.... 
 ���3�m�E (f. ���6��� �w	6�): :@u��� 4.,>��#  �� �#  	�8 �# �� 16 	�
S 
ह� L� 8� ��

.� ���� ���
# ���# L� ह� ;  
 
 ����� =>?3�	 $	�(��: (.� ह�,�� ���y �� �ह. ह�� ;  
 
 >8 	�
 �0घ�S
�8� ह��. ह�,g�H��2S ह��# ह�,�Y 	���S¡ > :0�. ह�,�
 	���S¢ �� )=� 
�~# �� �#2=# 	� ���-��� 	���S� 8� 45�. ह. �. 4��. ह� �#	�
 �हZ,	��. 3. ���� �#  g�H��2S 
�� ���
# �. ��Y ��	66 
हZ �. 4��. >� >��. �#  4.�
 �I� �� ��� �
�
# �#  	�8 ��Y 
���� ह��� 	��Y 
हZ �/�� ह� ; ��
# 8� ^��U �� W#
 �2 �ह =��# ह08 �0
� ह5 L� ���� 
�0
��� �� )�
. ��� ���y ���. ह�� ;  
 
 "�0��	ह� �#  �I� �2 3. �#�. 	=
�. 
हZ ह��., 
 �ह. �� �0c� ह5 	4��. �� �����2 �
��� ह�� ; "  
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���3�m�E (f. ���6��� �w	6�): ��

.� ����#� 3����. 4. >��� ��S_ �� >( 
	�
S �� ��� ह5 L� >��#  )���� ���4 �0�# 4. 
# 3. ���
� ह� ; >��� 4c�. 4�
� 3. ह� 
B�	�8 >� )�
. ��� ��E#� �2 �ह
# �. �] �� ��2 ;  
 
 f.��. ���4 �0�#(	�ह��): ���3�m�E 4.,ह�
# )�
� ��� 3. B@ह2 ह. �# 	��� ह� ; 
 
 f. ����#� 3����. (	�ह��): *@���� ���3�m�E 4. ; �� >��� >3�� ^�U¤ ���� ह�� 
	� >�
# �#�#  	
�#�
 �� 	�:�� 	��� L� �0A# �ह�# ���
# �� )��� 	��� ; �� ��

.� �����7 
�# 3. E�� :�ह��=� 	� �#�. ���. ��� �2 >
# ���. �. L� ���3�m�E �ह��� 
# �0A# �ह�# ���
# 
�� )��� 	��� ह� ;  
 
 �ह���,�#� ��X. 4. 4� �4S �� )�
� 3�D1 �� �ह. �Z,�� �@ह��
# 8� 4=ह �� 
�ह�,�	(
 	�o.� ���	� �#�. ��.E� �� �ह. �. L� S5=�� 4. �#  6}�7 �2 ��
# �ह��� 	��� ,�� 
��. ह�� L� �
 �2 >� 	�8 )�
. ��X� 60i �� �ह� ह��,g�� �@ह7
# )�
# �4S 3�D1 �2 
�ह� �� L� B� 	�6� �2 �@ह7
# �0 \ ������ �3. 60i 	�8 ह� ; �0A# 4ह�� �� ��� ह5 �#� 
��X��� �2 ���-��� 	�a��
 \��# �#,�� घ�S
 �# ,	6��@��� �#  ; ��4
� �. ��4��. 
हZ,�5�� 

हZ,	I� 3.,�� घ�S
 ह� �ह� ह�,	6��@��� ह� �ह� ह5 L� �� �� ��7 i��# :� ह� �ह# ह� ; 
�#� ��X. 4. 
# B� 	�6� �2 �0 \ �(�� ���� 	�8 ह� ; �@ह7
# ��. 3�D1 �2 �ह� 	� 
>��,�C���,�:��,	�a�
 ,�� घ�S
 �����ह,�#�.
��7,��X�T� ��� ���9�� ����* :R �2 
�Sw�. �� �#  850 ���/ i��# �. �z#
.� �:� �. =Y ह� ; �� �#� ��X. 4. �� ��*0��� L� 
*@���� �#�� ह�� 	� 4� �#�# 	�3�= �2 	I4��:_ ह� �ह. ह� ���� �@ह7
# 	
��@X� ��
# �� 
���� 	��� ह� ; �=� �� ���-ह.-��� �ह �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� �ह 4� �:� ह0Y,B� �:� �� 
����= 4� ��X. �0	�*�8� ह�,4� ��	X�7 �� �0	�*�8� 	��
. :�	ह8,�� 	�6� �2 	��Y 
हZ �/ 
�ह. ह� ; )3. 3. 4� �5�24�� W#@� ह� �� �#�2 � ��� �. W#@� ह�,�
�. ��� �� \�/ �.	48, 
��4*�
. 8H��#� 	4��2 �.>Y�. L� �.�.>Y�. :��# ह� �� W#
 �2 3. �I�Y,3�4
, ��
. �. 
)�\. ^����� 
हZ ह��. ह� ; �� 	�\�. ��� 4� ��� �ह� ��,��
# ��4*�
. 8H��#� �. ::9 �. 
�. �� ��

.� �#� ��X. �ह���� 
# �/. �] �� ���#  �.: �2 B�S��.
 	��� �� L� �@ह�
# �ह� �� 
	� �� �.
 	�
 �2 B��� (.� �i� =. ; �=� �� �0 �#  ��� �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� )3. �� ���2 
��Y �0*�� 
हZ ह0> ह� ; 	�\�# 	�
7 �5 �S
�-	�z. ��4*�
. 8H��#� �2 4� �ह� �� ���2 4� 
3�4
 �. ^����� �. �ह 6��� �#�2 � ��� �. 4� =�/. ह��. ह�,�0��I��S W#
 �. �� ��� \�/ 
�.	48,���2 3. �5�. ^����� 
हZ  
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ह�
. :�	ह8 L� �ह� =�� 	� ��� 8.�.. �# �#�� I�S� 8.�.. �� 8� ह. ��ह �. ^����� ह� ; 
B��# >� )���4� �=� ���# ह� ; I�S� 8. �.. �2 �5�#@4� �� 	��
� �# ��
� �/�� ह5 L� ��� 
8.�.. �2 	��
� �# ��
� �/�� ह5 L� 	I� 3. 8� ह. ��ह �. ^����� ��
7 �2 ह� ;  
 
 ���3�m�E (f. ���6��� �w	6�): ��

.� 3����. 4. 8� 	�
S ;  
 
 ��� ��C� (�0 ���. ���� �
4_): ��
# 4� ���� �� ���#  ��� ��
# B��#  �� ���W#HS �� 
�2 	�� �� 	��� ह� ; ….(^��*�
)…. 
 
 f. ����#� 3����.: 	I� 3. �0*�� 
हZ ह0> ह� ; �� >��. >��:
� 
हZ �� �ह� ह�� ;  
 
 �0 ���. ���� �
4_: ��
# ��
7 �� ���W#HS �2 	�� �� 	��� ह� ; ���#  ��� 
�# �� 
���W#HS 	��� ह� ; )=� B��#  ���# �2 3. >��� �G��2S ह5 �� >� ��� ���# ह� ;  
 
 f. ����#� 3����.: (.� ह�,>�
# 	��� ह� ; >��� �ह0�-�ह0� *@���� ; ��
# �S
� 
4�H6
 �� �I�Y �#  ���# �2 3. ::9 �. �. ; ह� ��=7 �� �y�ह �� �� �y�ह �2 8� ��� �� �� 
��� �ह�� 4�
# �� �w�� 	�� 4��� ह�-:��	� �� 	�ह�� �� �ह
# ���� ह��,B�	�8 �S
� ह��� 4��� ह��-
�ह�� )3. 3. �I�Y �. �ह. ���	� ह� ; �ह�� 3./ �=. �ह�. ह�,�S
� 4�H6
 �� �#�� �=� �ह�� 
ह�,�5�24�� �. 3./ �ह�. ह� ; �ह�� �I�Y ��� ��
. �. ^����� �. )3. 3. ��. ह� ; �� 8� ��� 
	I� �# ��X. 4. �� m��
 B� T� 	���
� :�ह�� ह�� ; �ह �ह. ह5 	� 3���.� �#� >( ह4�� ��X. 
=�	/��� :���. ह� L� 1.36 ���/ �5�24� 8� ���
 �# ����# ���
 �� 4��# ह� �#	�
 	I� 3. 
=�	/�7 �2 3��. 3./ ह��. ह� ; ���. 3./ �� �� 
हZ 	��� 4� ����,�ह �#� ��X. 4. 
हZ �� 
���. ह� B��2 ह���� ���� ��e��#6
 ह� �=� �0 \ gH�W� ��	:Q �. ^����� �. 4� ���. ह� 
B��2 ह���� ���� ��e��#6
 ह� �=� �0 \ gH�W� ��	:Q �. ^����� �. 4� ���. ह� ; �� 
���#  B� ��� �ह ��� W#
 :�� �ह. ह�,���# �0 \ 3./ �� ह��. ह� �=� gH�W� ��	:Q �. 
^����� ��
� 4i�. ह� H�7	� ह�
# �#� ह5 	� ��	�� ��� �. W#
 �2 �5(
# �. ��� �� \�/ 
�.	48,){��� ��ह� (.� �ह �ह# �# 	� ���7 �. ��ह 8� ����# �� �5�24�� /# �ह�# ह� ; �5(
# 
�. ��� ���,�@ह2 6w:��� �� 4�
# �#  	�8 3. ����� 
हZ 	���� ह� ; �ह ���	� �5�24�� �. ह� ; 
�G�.-�G�. �#JS= 	��S �=. �ह�. ह� ; ह� ��= 3. )�
# �r@S.¥�g��. �#  ��=7 �#  	�8 	S	�S 
�� 	�4��6
 �����# ह� �� �G�.-�G�. �#JS= 	��S �ह�. ह� ; B� ����* �2 g	��� ��: �=�8 
4�8� L� )=� �G3� ह� �� 
�. =�	���� :��Y 4�8�-�� ���#  ��� �#  ��� �2 ; �ह���,)� 
�� 	�ह�� �#  ����*  
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�2 ::9 ��
� :�ह��=� ; ��

.� �#� ��X. 4. �# ���� �Y �#� ��X. 	�ह�� �# >8 ; )3. ह���#  

.�.6 �0 ��� 4. 	�ह�� �# �#, ���# �ह�# ��� 	���� �����
 4. �#-�#�# ��� f. 	��¦�4� J�ह 
4. �. 8� 	:�. ह�,24-04-2000 �� �@ह7
# �ह 	:�. 	�. ह� 	� 	�ह�� �2 �#� �	���4
�T� �#  
	�8 4� >��S
 ��	6 ह�,�� ���# �2 ;  
 
 �� �� )�3� ��	�(�&ह	�): E�� ��2=#,)3. 	�ह�� ��� �#  �w��
 	��
� �#� �r�S_ 
�� �5�#4 	��� =�� ह�?  
 
 �� �	��� '�(	��: 4� >��. ���. >8=. �� >� >��� �# ��	�8=� ; )3. 4�� 
�0A# ���
# �.	48 ;  
 
 1$�'	:�;(�� ��	)�3� 3��)3): >� )�
. ��� 4��. �	8 ;  
 �� �	��� '�(	��: �ह���,1997-98 �2 259.31 ���/ �#,1998-99 �2 238.24 ���/ 
ह0>,1999-2000 �2 255.24 ���/ ह0> L� 2000-2001 �2 255.23 ���/ ��
. �हZ ��� �#  �.
 
��� ; 4� 1997-98 �2 ��,���# ��/� �� 1998-99 �2,���# ��/� h���� 1999-2000 �2 L� 
�=3= ��. �#  >���� 2000-2001 �2 ; )� 	��¦�4� J�ह 4. �. 4� 	:�. >�. ह�,���2 4� 
�#� ��4
�T� �. �@ह7
# ::9 �. ह�,���#  ���# �2 �ह
� :�ह��=� ; B��2 �@ह7
# >��
 �	����
 
�#  	�8 10 ��4
�T� �. ::9 �. ह� ; ���2 �# ��-:�� ���ह�1 �#
� :�ह�� ह�� ; 8� ����. 
6ह� ह�,���2 210 ���/ �. ��4
� ह�,2000-2001 �2 	��� =�� ह� 3 ���/ ����.�0� =	���-
�=3= 70 ���/ �. ��4
� ह�,B� ��� 	��� =�� ह�-10 �� ; 4�
=�-��3�=�-
��	S��=�4-
�=3= 233 ���/ �. ��4
� ह5,	��� =�� ह�-8 ���/ ; B�. ��ह �# ���. ह�
�0�,�=3= 90 
���/ �. ��4
� ह�,	��� =�� ह� 10 �� ; �� �ह �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� T� :S��� 	�ह�� 
��	��7 �. >� k��� �0A�
� :�ह�# ह�,�ह ��3� 
हZ ह�; ���� �#  ��	X�7 
# 	�ह�� �#  ��� 4� 
^��ह�� 	���,��

.� �X. 4.,>� �� ^��ह�� �� ��	�8 ; ह� >��# >6� ���# ह� 	� 
	�ह�� �. 4� ��4
�8� ह�,>� �:�0: )=� �
�� ���� ��
� :�ह�. ह� �� T� :S�
# �. ��� 
�� �.	48 ; )=� 210 ���/ �. ��4
� ह5 �� 8� �w ���/ �.	48,�:�� ���/ �.	48 ; >� 
�� �� �#�. ह�,8� ���� �#�. ह�,�� ���/ �#�. ह�,B
 ��	6�7 �# 	�ह�� �. ��4
�T� �� ���� 

हZ 	��� 4� ���� ह� ; ����# )�R �2 �ह �ह� 4� ���� ह� 	� >� �� �#� ��X��� 	�ह�� �2 
�#� ��4
�T� �� ���� 
हZ ��
� :�ह�� ह� ; �ह���,��
# 	:���7 �#  ���# �2 ����� ; 45�# :�u��� 
4. �ह �ह. �Z 	� �0A# 3. �#� ��X��� �� ���
� �� �Y ��� )��� 	��� ह� ;  
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 �ह���,4� 	�ह�� L� 
#��� �� ����� ह�,�� �ह�� �# >�� ह�� ; �ह E#X 	�c�0 � ह. 
��#	E� ह� ; 
#��� �# ���. L� ���� �/.-�/. 
	���� >�. ह� 	4��. �4ह �# �ह�� �� �/� 
������� )�\� 
हZ ह� ; ह� �#� �� ह. 	
3�� ह� ; )3. 4�
=� L� ���3=� �/. ��B
 �� �� 
घ�S
 
.�.6 �0 ��� 4. 
# 	��� �� ; B� �/. ��B
 �#  	�8 ����� =�� 	� �ह 233 ���/ �. 
��4
� ह5 L� >( ���/ �. ��� �ह. =Y ह� ;  
 
 1$�'	:�; (�� ��	)�3� 3��)3): >� �] ��� ���y �	�8 ;  
 
 �� �	��� '�(	��: ���. �# 4�
=�  �� �/. ��B
 �. ��� ह0Y ह� ; �हZ ����. T� 
���. �# 	
���. �. T� \�S. ��B
 4��. ह� ; B��� 3. �/. ��B
 �. ��4
� �2 ���� 4� 
���� ह� ; ��X. �ह��� �# �#�� )
0��* ह5 	� ���. �# 	
���. �� \�S. ��B
 �� 3. �/. ��B
 
�
�
# �. ��4
� �2 6�	�� 	��� 4�8 ; B��#  ��� ह. �� 8� L� )
0��* ��
� :�ह��=� 	
���. 
�# 3�	S��ह. 8� ��B
 4��. �. ; �#� �#  `��� �ह�� 8� घ�S# �# 3. �� ��� �2 4��� 4� ���� ह� 
; B� ��� ���. 
�. 
# �� ��B
 �� ��/ 	��� ह5 L� ह� ���-��� �ह �ह# ह� 	� :�ह# 	��. 3. 
�� �� ���� ह� 4� �ह�� >�� ह�,B� ��4
� �. ::9 ���� ह5 	� 	
���. �� 3�	S��ह. 8� 
4�/ 	��� 4�8 ; )� �ह�� �ह0 �:
# �2 �=3= 14-15 घ�S# �=�# ह� ; �	� �ह�� �� �#� ��B
 �
 
4��. ह5 �� 8� घ�S# �# 3. �� ��� �2 �ह�� 4��� 4� ���� ह� ; �� �#� ��X. 4. �# )
0��* �i� =� 
	� �ह �ह0� ह. �हC���1� ��4
� ह� L� 
#��� ��� 	�ह�� �. �.�� �#  �=3= 6 	4�7 �#  ��= 
B��# ��3��	�� ह7=# ; B�	�8 ��X. 4. B� T� m��
 �2 ; ��3�=� �# �/. ��,�� �2 ��= 	�z. 
���o� L� ����# 6ह�7 �2 4��# ह� ; �ह�� �� W#
2 :��. ह� �#	�
 	I� 3. ��. ह� B�	�8 �ह�� �# 

Y W#
 	�z. L� ह��/� �#  	�8 :��Y 4�8 ; �	� )3. 
Y W#
 :��
� ��3� 
 ह� �� 8	�6
� 
��: �. �0	�*� �. 4�8,�#� �. �.�2 �. �~�Y 4�8 ? �� 	I� �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� 	�ह�� �/� 
��घD�6.� �ह� ह� ; ह� ��= �/ �� )�
� 	ह��� �#�# ह� �=� �#�� >��# )
0��* ह5 	� ह� 
)�
� 	ह��� �#
� :�ह�# ह� �#	�
 	��. L� �� 	ह��� ���
� 
हZ :�ह�# ह� ; 4� 	�ह�� �� 
	ह��� ह�,�ह ह�2 �# �.	48 ; >� 3. ���� �#� ��	X�7 �. ��ह ह���# ��� )@��� �� �.	48 ;  
 
 (	�.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	� (>@q ��#6) : ��,���# �ह�# �� ��X. 4. �� �*�Y �#�� ह�� 
L� �� ��� �#�. ��S_ B� 8��	�86
 	�� 2000-2001 �� ����
 ���. ह� ; �� ��X. 4. �� 
B�	�8 �*�Y �# �ह� ह�� 	� B
�# �ह�# 	4�
# 3. �#� ��X. �# �3. 
# ह� ��� 3�/� �~��� ह5 
�#	�
 �5�� 
# 	��. 3. ��� �#  	�8 3�/� 
हZ �~��� ; �ह���,8� @����*.6 �#  ���
# =��ह. 
�#
# �#  ��� >��. �ह�� ह�,�� �: �����=� L� �: �#  	����  
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4.00 PM 
     
       �0 \ 
हZ �����=� ; B� ���� �# �#�� ������ ��� ह� ; 6 ��� ह� =8 4� �#�# 
#�� :@u���� 

���0  L� �#�#  ���� �r.�..
����1 �#§.,�#�# �0 �.= �#  >6.�9� �# �.-
�	�
#	S� ह��� >4 
	I� �0A# B� �#��# �4S �#  ��� ��� ��
# �� �w�� 	��� ह� ; >S� �� ह� ��S. h���� ���S
. 
ह�,�ह �� ��
�� ह�� ; ��X. 4. �� ��I. �#6�� �ह2=# ; �� 8� ��� ��� 	���
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� ह� ��� 
���� �2S� �#��# �# 250 ���/ i��# �� �0
�I� >��� 	��� 4��� ह� ; \ह ��� �# �� �# �ह� 
ह�� 	� 4� 3. ��X. >�� ह� �ह )�
# E#X �. ���. ���� ह� ; ���3�m�E �ह���, 1994 �2 �ह�. 
��� 4� �#�. ��h � �3� �2 8�W. ह0Y �
 	�
7 f. �..�..
�J�ह ��� �*�
��X. �# ; �
 	�
7 ���� 
�� B�#H6
 3. 
हZ ह0> �� ; ह�2 3. �G�.� �. ��:� 	� 8� �#�0=� >��. >�q ��#6 �# 
�*�
��X. �
� ह� �� �ह ह���#  E#X �#  	�8 )�l� �0 \ ��� ��#=� ; ह���#  ��=_� 
#�� f. 
8�.S..������� 
# 3. �
�#  	��I,4� �# 
������ ����3� :0
�� E#X �# /# ह08 ह���. ��S_ 
�. ��I �# ��Y �� �.�#S 
हZ /� 	��� 	�I�  B�	�8 	� B��# >�q ��#6 �� �0 \ I���� 
ह�=�, 8� �#�0=� �*�
��X. �#  i� �2 ; ����0 �# �0 \ 3. 
हZ �� ��8 ; =#4 �@�6�
 �#  	���� ��Y 

Y �#�,
�� �S#6
 
हZ 	��� ; �� 8� L� �# � >��� ���
� :�ह�� ह�� ; 4� ��=_� B�	��� 
=��*. 4. �#~� 	4�# �# ����3� �#  	�8 :0
. =Y �� �@ह7
# �ह� �� 	� �# >�q ��#6 �. 4
�� 
�. ह�#6� >3��. �ह2=. ; �@ह7
# 8� ��: I5 HS�. 	�i�	� �2 �#
# �� 3. ����� 	��� �� J��0 
�ह ����� ह. �ह =�� ; �� ��

.� ��X. 4. �� ���
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� ह���#  
#�� f. :�u���� 
���0  
>��� ��I. � 	� :0�#  ह� ; 
Y �#�7 ��� 
Y ��� =#4 �� �26
 �. ��J�= �#  	�8 �@ह7
# 
�����
 4. �# �#�� >� 8� � 	�# ; �
 #�7 �� ��X. 4. =w� ��2 B��. �� >��#  ��m�� 
�# 	��# �S �� �ह� ह�� ; ���ह�1��� (1) Sanction of new railway projects in Andhra 

Pradesh from the Guntakal Division to the Bangalore Headquarters. (2) 
Introduction of more new shuttle trains from Vizag to Borra Caves for the 
development of tourism. (3) Request for issuing necessary instructions to the 
Railway authorities to cater to the needs of the passengers from Kuppam. (4) 
Construction of road overbridges at Palani Theatre, Tirupati Town in Chittor 
district. g�. �Y 
Y �#�2 >��� �. =Y ह� ; :�u���� 
���0  �#  ��� �2 >4 >�q ��#6 �. ���. 
ह� �ह. ह�,>��� ����� ह� 	� �c�� �2 >4 ह5������ �� ह�Y S5� 	�S. ��
� =�� ह� ; 
���3�m�E 4. :�� ���2 L� ��X. 4. �#  m��
 �2 ��
� :�ह�� ह��   So far as 'Palace on 

Wheels' is concerned, I have been making this request for the last four years. 
Our Chief Minister has also written letters b this regard. Palace 
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on Wheels, a train from Bangalore touching Mysore, Madras, Kodaikanal, 

Kanyakumari, Trivendrum, Cochin and Ooty should be started. We made this     

request     when     Shri    Paswan    was    the    Railway     Minister. 

(Interruptions)     I am saying that right from the days of Shri Paswan to 

yourself. Even our Chief Minister has written letters to you. I am pleading with 

you to kindly include Tirupathi, Vijayawada and H  in the Palace of Wheels so 

that you can cater to the people of entire South India. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: I would like to say one thing here. If the 

request comes from the State Government, then, the State Government and 

the Railways can do it jointfy. If the proposal comes from your State 

Goverrmient, of course, we will consider it. I have spoken to the Chief Minister 

several times. Let him send the proposal. 
 
DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: 45�� 	� )3. )3. ������ ){��� 4. 
# ����� 

there are more than 24,000 unmanned level-crossings. ��

.�� ��X. 4., �� ��� �#  )��� 
8� ह. 	���WHS,
��=0��� 	���WHS �2 	��B
 �#�
 �#4 �� ��� )
��� �#�� ��J�= �� 
8H�.�2S ह08 	4
�2 75 ��=7 �. 4�
2 =Y ; �ह 
��=0��� 	���WHS �2 ह0> ; If you kindiy recall 
your recouds �� ��>�S B�	��� �2 �ह 24 ह4�� �#  ��� ह�,L�  >�q ��#6 �2 h���� �# h���� 
�� ह4�� �# ��� ह7=# ; �� >��� 8� �0A�� �#
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� 4� 3. B� ��ह �#  ��J�= ह� �
�2 
���� �� 	��� �ह�� �#  ����� 8��.��� �# )
��� �#�� ��J�= �� :� ��2 �� B� ��ह �#  
gH�.�2S �� �� ��
# �� ��� ह�=�; �5�# 3. �#��# T�� 	�4 �#  	�8 ��I. �#S� �5�� >��� 
	�# =8 ह� ; Road overbridge (ROB) at Tirupathi in Chittoor district; ROB at 

Kazipetyard in Warangal district; four-line ROB at Guntur'town in Guntur 
district; ROB at Biyyavaram, Visakhapatinam districts; ROB at Mahabubabad, 
Warangal district; ROB at Khammam district; ROB at Sitapuram-Kakinada - 
Kattipudi road in East Godavari district; likewise, there are about 14+4+3=21 
ROBs; these proposals have come before you. I request you to consider at 
least 50 per cent of the demand in the current year. 

 
)3. �5=@� �#  	�8 �ह� =�� ; ह���#  ���� �#,	�4���/� �# ��=7 �ह0� >�� ह� ; B
 

��=�4 �� �5 �. ��
# �#  	�8 I����� �ह0� ���.I �(��# ह� ; �Y ��� �
 ��=7 
# �ह�� 
	��4@S#6
 �*�
��	X�7 L� �#��# 	�	
�S�7 �� 	��� �#	�
 )3. �� ��Y ���. 
हZ ह0Y ; B� 
�� m��
 �#
# �. >�l���� ह� ; Mangoes and grapes are the main products which 

are being sent to various parts of India. 
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Also, some of the Railway employees have not been covered in the 
recommendations of the Fifth Pay Commission. My humble request to the 
hon. Minister is that all the people in the Railways should get the benefit. I hail 
from Hyderabad. I had represented 60,000 railway employees in 1985, and I 
was elected as MLA in the Secunderabad constituency. I was also made a 
Minister in the late NTR's Government because I had good relations and 
rapport with the Railway Mazdoor Union as well as the railway employees. �
 
��=7 �� �ह0� �	(
�Y ह� ; >��#  ���. ��=�i � �1 4. �� ����� ह�  	� �#� 8	��� �2 �5 �. 
��¼� ह� ; �.�2S�. 	���WHS �#����2S 	�^�� ��#S. �2 ��I. ����� ��=7 
# �ह ���� �(��� 
�� ; ह���# >�.8�� �..	�	
�S� ��ह�  
# �.JS= �
�.
 ���#  ���� 	� >� �#ह���
. ���#  
4
�� �#
#4� �� � 	�2 ��� L� 8	��� �� �0*��
# �#  	�8 ; >� B����BQ �#  घ�7 �� 4� 
�� �#2 �� >��. >�2 �# 
हZ ��c� 	�� �# ��
. >8=� ; I You will really cry in your 

heart. There are so many houses which have been in dilapidated conditions. 
Kindly improve those houses. Railways have got a lot of property in the 
Secunderabad constituency. Kindly protect it. Kindly improve their 
amenities.Then, it is modernisation of railway stations at Secunderabad, 
Kanchigunta, Nampalli, Kazipet, Mehboobnagar. There are so many old 
railway stations which have not been modernised so far. Though Mr. Bangaru 
Laxman hails from Gujarat, he is a native of Ifyderabad. He knows all aspects 
of Hyderabad in Andhra Pradesh. I request him also to concentrate on the 
modernisation of these railway stations so that we can do something to 
improve their conditions. 
 
 1$�'	:�; (�� ��	 )�3� 3��)3): )� >� C� ��2 ;  
 
 (	.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	� : ���S�. �� �ह0� �0 �#  ��� ��� �ह� ह�� 	� �#��# �2 4� 3. 
I� H6
 ह��# ह� ��h� �3� �2 ����7 �� ���2 �3. 3. B½� 
हZ 	���. ; ��=�i � �1 4. 
# 
8� 	�4 �� �� घ�S
 	��� ��,�� B�. ��S#�S �. �4ह �# ���2 6�	�� 
हZ ह0>;  �� �ह ��\
� 
:�ह�� ह�� 	� ��h� �3� �#  ���� 
# H�� ��� 	��� ह5 	� >� 	�I�  ��� �3� �#  ����7 �� 
�#��7 �2 B
	�S#6
 �2 ����# ह� ; ह� ��=7 
#  H�� ��� 	��� ह� ? >� �#ह���
. �� �#  �ह ���8� 
; ...(^��*�
)  

KUMARI MAMATA BANNERJEE: Sir, he has raised a very vital point. 

We always invite the local MPs, the local MLAs and the Ministers. If Rajya 

Sabha is prepared to give us the guidelines on how to invite the 
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Rajya Sabha Members, and Rajya Sabha Members from which part of the 

State, we can invite them whenever we organise such functions. Of course, 

they deserve it. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR: I have mentioned it so many times. That is 

why I wanted to move a privilege motion against the General Manager of the 

South-Central Railway because... 
 
 3% �	�� ���	 &�"9 : ���. =�B���B�� ह�
. :�	ह�2 ; 45�# ���� 8�.�..�� I� H6
 
�2 �0���# ह� ��. ��ह �# ��h� �3� �#  �5G��� �� �0��
# �2 ह�2 ��Y 	��� 
हZ ह� ; ...(^��*�
) 
 
 (	.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	� : ह� ह5������ �# ह� ; ...(^��*�
)  
 
 3% �	�� ���	 &�"9: 45�# 8�.�..8�.8.�..�2 ��G��� �. ����S.¥08��. ह��. ह� ; 
 
 (	.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	� : ��
# ह5������ �. ����S.¥��. �. ह� ;  
 
 1$�'	:�; (f. ���6��� �w	6�): >�
# ��h� �3� �. 8�.�..8�.8.�..�2  
	���WHS 	��� ह�=� ; (^��*�
) 
 
 (	.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	�: �� �हZ ��� �ह� ह�� ; ....(���	�)  
 
 1$�'	:�;(f. ���6��� �w	6�): �#�� ��

.�� �#� ��X. 4. �# )
0��* ह� 	� 
=�B���B�� B� ����* �2 >� ह. �
�8� ;  

KUMARI MAMATA BA>fNERJEE: If the hon. Member agrees for the 

MPLAD constituency, then we can do it. 
 
 1$�'	:�; (f. ���6��� �w	6�): ��Y 3. =�B���B
 �
�B�# :�ह# >� ���# �#  
	ह��� �# �
�8� �� 	���WHS �#  	ह��� �# �
�8� �#	�
 >� )�
# 	�3�= �# ���� �
�8� ;  

KUMARI MAMATA BANNERJEE: Let them decide it, Sir. If they agree 

on the MPLAD constituency, we can do it. 
 
 (	.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	�: ���3�m�E �ह���,)�� �2 8� �� W���_ ह�,���#  ���# �2 
��

.� ��X. 4. �� ��| ��
� :�	ह�# ; ���S �.� �0��Y �2 ��X. 4. 4� 8� �� घ�S
 ��
# 
=�# �� �@ह7
# ��B�#S�B4#¾6
 >I �#��# �#  ���# �2 8� �S#S�2S 	��� ; ह���# ��=�i � �1 4. 
# 
��.� 
=� �2 8� 8��
 	��� 4
�� �#  �.: �2 �ह� 	� �#��# �� ��B�#S�B4#¾6
 �� �ह# ह� ; 
....(^��*�
)  
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3% �	�� ���	 &�"9:  
हZ 
हZ ; ....(���	�) 
 

 (	.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	� : �ह Jह@������ �2 \�� ह�,�� >��� 	�� �ह� ह�� ; ....(���	�) 
 
 1$�'	:�; (�� ��	 )�3� 3��)3): >��#  �� �� ��� C� ह� =�� ह� ;  

 (	.4�	�� $�.�	"3% �	�: �� >��� �ह0� �ह0� >3��. ह�� 	� >�
# �0A# ���
# �� 
�w�� 	��� ; *@���� ;  

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN (Karnataka); Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, thank 

you for giving me the opportunity. The hon. Railway Minister is seeking the 

approval of this House for a sum of Rs. 61,686 crores, through the 

^propriation Bill. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the financial health of the Railways is not very 

sound. The hon. Minister herself, in her Budget Speech, had confessed that 

she was facing resource constraint. It is true that the Railways are facing 

financial constraints. This is because nobody knows whether the Railways is a 

commercial organisation or whether it is a Govenmient Department. For some 

reasons, it considers itself as a Government Department. For certain other 

reasons, it considers itself as a commercial organisation. They are neither 

here nor there. Wkh the result, the entire financial structure of the Railways is 

a confused structure. The Railways is still part of the Consolidated Fund of 

India, for its receipts and expenditure. It also produces a balancesheet. No 

Government Department produces it, while the Railways produce it. It draws 

money from the Consolidated Fund of India. Nobody knows how it should 

function, what should be the capital structure and how it should raise the 

resources. It publishes the balancesheet, but the balancesheet does not 

reveal anything. Anybody can read a balancesheet. But, as we read the 

balancesheet of any commercial organisation, there are certain disclosure 

norms so that the public, at large, whoever reads it for whatever purpose, 

would understand that the disclosures are properly done. But there is nothing 

which the balancesheet of the Railways shows. It is a non-corporate 

balancesheet. There are no guidelines in the balancesheet, not as per the 

accepted practkes of a commercial organisation. The capital and revenue side 

are not segregated. The loans are not segregated. The depreciation 

methodology is not proper; it is ad-hoc. The list of assets is not disclosed. 

When your entire structure of accounting itself is wrong, 
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how can the Parliament approve your Rs.61,860 crores appropriation? What 

is it that you are offering to Parliament to understand and then to sanction and 

approve the appropriation? 

We only ask some railway lines or certain facilities. But there is no 

discussion as to how the resources are to be mobilised, from where do they 

come and how should we utilise the scarce resources for the overall 

development of the Railways. Sir, it is a commercial organisation, but with a 

substantial social burden on it. That social burden should be segregated and 

that has to be funded through Budgetary support. You can't put the entire 

social obligation, which is part of the Govermnent's obligation, on a 

commercial organisation. The Railways should function as a commercial 

organisation. It should raise its resources, as any other commercial 

organisation. If it is undertaking any social obligation, to that extent, there 

should be Budgetary support to the Railways. The health of the Railways is 

not really good. In 1998-99, when we compare it with the figures of 1997-98, 

the Railways' net profit had gone down by Rs. 1136 crores. We should know 

what we are losing. Lt is an expanding organisation. Nobody is able to 

understand how the Railways is functioning. 

In Para 94 or 95 of her Budget Speech, the hon. Minister talks about 

transparency and accountability. Believe me. Sir, with this account there 

cannot be any transparency and accountability. So what is required is a 

thorough, indepth analysis of the account of the Railways. What is happening 

is that the Railways are not accountable with regard to the cost escalation. 

Most of my colleagues were saying that a project of Rs.200 or Rs.500 or 

Rs.600 crores is generally taken up, and then they provide funds to the extent 

of two or three per cent. Then that project is taken up and only what is 

allocated is spent. Then next year you do not make any allocation. When you 

do not make any allocation whatever you have invested that goes into the 

drain and there is no productivity. So, your account does not reflect the 

productivity aspect of the whole system. With this type of account structure 

which is not healthy, you cannot become a viable organisation at any point of 

time. Sir, the profit is reflected here without charging the Provident Fund 

liability which they are showing as surplus. This surplus is just a doctored 

surplus. So, with regard to these accounts, I urge upon the Railway Minister to 

present their accounts on a commercial pattern and try to change the entire 

accounting structure. A committee  was   appointed  for capital restructuring  

and  for the  entire 
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restructuring of the Railway's accounts. We do not know what has happened 

to it. We have been talking about it and the Parliament was told several years 

ago that they were coming out with a restructuring proposal. But, nothing has 

happened so far. That the Railway Minister claims that she is going to achieve 

transparency and accountability and that is her desire, 1 do not think that this 

desire of her's will be fulfilled unless she takes some stringent steps to set 

right the entire Railway account and next year presents an account which is 

readable by any person who wants to study the balance-sheet of the Railways 

and offers his suggestions. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, coming to the other aspect, 1 would like to say 

that they are talking about utilisation of Railways' property to mobilise 

resources. We have been hearing about this utilisation of the Railway 

property for the last six years. It is not for the first time that the hon. Minister 

has stated this in her Budget Speech. The earlier Ministers had also 

committed on this. 1 would like to know as to what has happened to this 

proposal. Who has prepared the project? We have been talking about 

utilisation of commercial property on the lines of those railways in the world 

which are utilising their commercial properties. It is "a fact that you can utilise 

the property of the Railways for raising their resources. But, there should be 

transparency in it. How are you going to do it? Is it going to be again the same 

that happened to the promises made by the earlier Ministers? Should it be 

taken like the earlier promises? Or, is there anything in the offing? The 

Railway, Minister has to inform the House about this in her reply. 

Sir, while coming to the gauge conversion, 1 would say that we took up 

gauge conversion with a lot of fanfare. 

Sir, a gauge conversion project to convert 6,000 kms. of meter gauge 

into broad gauge had been taken up. But that project was shelved. The 

priority was changed. For example, in Karnataka, seven years ago, a gauge 

conversion project was undertaken between Gadak and Sholapur. The 

distance is only about 100 kms. Now, only a part of the line has been 

converted. As a result, the passengers" are not able to enjoy the benefit of 

gauge conversion. No train is running on this track. The project is pending 

now. To complete this project, they hardly need Rs. 50 crores or Rs. 60 

crores. Now, whatever amount you have spent on this project has become 

useless.   What is the cost escalation in these six to seven years?  You will 
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say that you do not have the finances. The problem is, the Raihvay Board has 

not done its homework properly and whatever request comes to you, you go 

on obliging it, without goiiig iiito the question of resources availability. 
 
1$�'	:�; (f. ��� 6��� �w	6�): )� >� �] ��� ���y ��2,>��#  �� �# ���
# ���# 

�� ��

.� ��� � L� ह� ;  

�� 3� .�ह�	� !	�: �� ���y �� �ह� ह�� ; So, I request the hon. Minister to 

inform the House as to what aie the gauge conversion projects that have been 

taken up. I am not talking about the new gauge conversion projects. The 

Minister may tell us when the projects, which have already been taken up, are 

going to be completed. Otherwise, there is going to be a cost escalation. What 

had happened to the Konkan Railway will happen to this also. The Konkan 

Railway Project was started with Rs. 800 crores and, ultimatefy, it ended up 

with Rs. 5,000 crores. That should not happen. Similarly, with regard to the 

doubling of railway lines, I would like to submit that you take a very few 

projects and complete them. It is very essential to double the railway lines. 

Unless you utilise, optimally, the 50,000 kms. or 60,000 kms. of railway line by 

converting it into a double line, you cannot take back the freight' which we had 

to shell out to the road. Earlier, the Railways were getting a freight share of 70 

per cent but, now, we are getting only 30-35 per cent of the total freight share. 

So, doubling of railway lines is very essential. 

Sir, a mention has been made about the Wagon India Limited. Mr. 

Agarwalji, has mentioned about the Wagon India Limited. I would like to inform 

him that Wagon India Limited is not a company. It is a consortium. It is a 

consortium established by the Government of India to help all the wagon-

manufacturing units so that there should be a proper order to the entire 

wagon-manufacturing units; this House had debated this issue. I had the 

opportunity of heading the Railway Wagons Committee. The Report of the 

Railway Wagons Committee, though it had been assured, has not been 

implemented totally. Of course, it has been informed that the Railways have 

accepted the Report. 

The last point is about the safety. There are a lot of trains running from 

Delhi to Karnataka. There are trains such as Karnataka Express and other 

South-bound trains which pass through Bhopal.    In that particular 
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area, there are a lot of incidents of derailment because of non-renewal of the 

track. With the result, accidents are taking place. Because of these accidents, 

there is a slow movement of trains. When there is a slow movement of trains, 

you have thefts and incidents of dacoity. In all South-bound trains, these kinds 

of incidents are taking place, particularly, in this area, and this point has to be 

taken note of. The Minister has given to Karnataka a step-motherly treatment 

in this Budget. Sir, except one survey, which you have ordered, and except 

starting of two or three new trains, all our projects are held up. The projects 

were sanctioned earlier. When Mr. Deve Gowda was our Prime Minister, a 

number of projects were sanctioned and work had also been started. But, 

now, this time, there is no budgetary allocation for those projects. With the 

result, the investments made on these projects will become waste. I would 

like to give one suggestion. I would like to suggest to the hon. Minister that let 

the States go in for joint ventures. We understand your problem. You have 

resource constraint. So, let each State form an association with the Railways. 

Let each State form a railway joint venture company and mobilise resources 

within the State. 

It is possible that if you insist, if you want railway projects, raise 

resources within your States, some development may take place. Instead of 

putting the entire stress on the Railways, each State should have its own joint 

venture company to develop the railway track, railway movement, and 

whatever other things are required. They should raise resources from the 

various public sector undertakings within the State and form those companies. 

Each State should take up this responsibility, if they want development in their 

State. With these suggestions, I thank the Vice-Chairman for giving me this 

opportunity. 
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SPIRI DRUPAD BORGOHAIN (Assam): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I thank 

you for giving me this opportunity to speak on the Railway Budget. Sir, the 

Appropriation (Railways) No. 2 Bill, 2000, is being moved to authorise payment 

and appropriation of Rs. 61,686.79 crores from and out of the Consodiated 

Fund of India for the services of the financial year 2000-2001 for the purposes 

of Railways, There is nothing to object against payment and appropriation at 

this point of time. So, I support the Appropriation (Railways) No. 2 Bill, 2000. 

Yet, after going through the Railway Budget for the year 2000-2001 carefully, I 

have some points to make. At the very outset, 1 urge upon the Railway 

Minister to note down these points and try to solve these problems with all her 

might at her command sympathetically. Sir, the hon. Railway Minister had 

rightly said at the time of presenting the Railway Budget that growth of the 

Railways since its inception has directly contributed to the economic and social 

development of the nation. Being the second largest railways of the world, the 

Indian Railways are carrying 1.36 crore passengers and 12 lakh tonnes of 

goods everyday. So, the Indian Railways are truly called the 'lifeline of the 

nation." The total length of the railway line is 62,800 route kilometres. Though 

the Indian Railway^s have a very wide network throughout the country, yet 

certain parts of the couBtry are not covered properly due to dtfficult terrain, 

due to sheer negligem;e or in the name of commercial non-viability. The North-

East region is one such part of the country where many parts of the region are 

aoi covered by the railway networL Secondly, if we go through the Budget for 

this year carefully, anybody can find out the truth that some parts of the 

country were given more importance and some other parts, lifce Kerala in the 

South, the North-Eastern region in the North-East, have been given very little 

importance. Bihar is the State through which many long distance trains from 

the eastern aid the north-eastern parts, connecting northern, western as well 

as southern parts of the country pass. 

I find that Bihar is also neglected, as regards electrification of the railway 

routes. Mugafearai to Barauni via Patna, Barauni to New Jalpaiguri, Patna to 

Malda Town via Kiul and Bhagalpur to Farakka Barrage are very important 

routes for connecting the North East and the eastern parts of the country with 

Delhi and northern and v\estem parts of the country. Futher the BAK loop line 

that connects Howrah with Malda is another important route which connects 

the North-East with Calcutta and the South.    That route has also been 

neglected.    I don't find any new 
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proposal in this Railway Budget for electrification of these very important 

routes. May I ask the hon. Minister to think about some methods and do the 

needful? The North-East is connected to Howrah by several trains. The 

Kamrup Express is an important train, as far as the common people are 

concerned. The North-East is connected with Hyderabad, Vijayawada, 

Chennai, Bangalore and Kerala by trains like East Coast Express, 

Coromandal Superfast Express, etc. 1 am sorry to remind the Minister of 

Railways that the Kamrup Express does not run timely and it is always late by 

six hours on an average. So, the passengera are not able to catch the 

connecting trains to the southern parts of the country in time. Will the hon. 

Railway Minsiter look into the matter and see to it that it is run on time? The 

other iong-distance trains from Guwahati to Chennai, Trivandrum, Kochin, 

Bangalore, Dadar and Jammu are usually running late. 

Sometimes, they run late by 12 hours. That is the fate of these trains. 

Even the Rajacfliani Expresses do not run on time. The E^ahmaputra Mail, 

the North-Eastern Express and the Awadh Assam Express are flie other trains 

which do not run on time. We have seen that these trains are running late 

inside Bihar Some mismanagement is there. Will the hon. MinLster look into 

the mattw and see to it that they are run on time? 

There are some general aspects which 1 would like to mention Theft is 

another disease of the railways. Another difficulty is with regard to sanitation 

in express and mail trains in which the common people travel. Sometimes, 

water is not available in tiie compartments due to the negligence of the 

workers. Lack of electricity is another chronic disease of Ihe ordinary trains. 

Eiven in mail and express trains, sometimes, there is no electricity.  I urge 

upon the Minister to look into these matters. 

Now, let me come to the last point. After the presentation of the Railway 

Budget, 1 feel that the North-East is being neglected in this year's Railway 

Budget also. Let me come to the points one by one. Firstly, it has been shown 

that the railway line from Gogighopa to Guwahati wouki be completed by this 

month. But it is not yet completed. Trains cannot run on this line. I thank the 

Railway Minister for giving an alternative line to Assam from New Moynaguri 

to Goghighopa via Dhubri. That is another lifeline of Assam. That is good for 

the North-East. 1 thank her for this. But the amount allocated is only Rs.6 

crores. It is not much. As far as speedy work is concerned, it is nothing.  As 

regards the other lines, the amounts allocated 
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are-- Dudhnoi-Depha line Rs. 10 lakhs, Harmati to Itanagar Rs. 10 lakhs, 

Kumarghat- Agartala Rs.40 lakhs. All these amounts, which have been 

allotted, are meagre amounts. 

As regards gauge conversion, nothing has been done for gauge 

conversion of Rangia-Murkongchelek line. This line is important, as far as 

Arunchal Pradesh and northern parts of Assam are concerned. There is 

another point. That is the Bogibil bridge. The Bogibil bridge over the 

Brahmaputra at Dibrugarh is important for connecting these two places. The 

total estimated cost of the bridge is Rs. 1,000 crores. 

But last year the allocation was Rs.5 crores. This year also the 

allocation is Rs.5 crores. I ask the hon. Minister to calculate how much time it 

will take. If this.is the pace, it will take 200 years to complete this bridge. By 

that time, perhaps, none of us will be here. Is it not so? Do something. I 

request her to do something.    • 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI flAMA SHANKER KAUSHIK): Please 

conclude. 

SHRI DRUPAD BORGOHAIN : Yes, Sir, 1 am going to conclude. Since 

we come from the North-East side, we do not get time even to speak frankly 

and freely. As regards the employment, 28,000 vacancies are lying vacant in 

the North Frontier area. But no vacancy has been filled up till now. I would like 

to know whether the hon. Railway Minister is thinking of filling up all these 

vacancies. Particularly, in Assam, we have seen that there are about 15 lakh 

or 17 lakh people who are unemployed. It is much more in the North Eastern 

region. And if North Bengal as also a part of Bihar, which constitutes the North 

Frontier Railway area, are included, perhaps, it will be much more. So, 28,000 

is nothing. Will the hon. Railway Minister think of filling up these posts? That is 

my request. I request through you. Sir, that this matter should be looked into 

by the Railway Minister.  Please do something for us. Thank you. 

SHRI M.A KADAR (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I wecome the Railway Budget 

which was presented by the hon. Railway Minister. I also express my thanks, 

on behalf of Tamil Nadu, to the hon.Railway Minister for the sanctions made 

to implement gauge conversion in some important places in Tamil Nadu. The 

financial provision which was made to speed up the following works, i.e. 

between Madras Beach (via) Chidambaram and Tiruchirappalli, Quilon and 

Wudunagar, Wlupuram and Pondicherry, Madurai and  Rameswaram,  

Thanjavur  and  Wlupuram,  Cuddalore  and 
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Salem, Trichy and Manamadurai, Villupuram and Katpadi, needs to be 

increased during the current financial year. We all know, Rameswaram is a 

holy place for Hindus and people, from all over the country, gather there 

everyday. Particularly the people from the North alight either at Chennai or 

Madurai and reach this holy place, Rameswaram by the meter gauge train. 

Since the journey is very long, tedious and expensive, the work here has to be 

speeded up. The financial provision allocated for the gauge conversion, 

during the current year, between Madurai and Rameswaram is Rs. 10 crores; 

for Trichy and Manamadurai, it is Rs.7.00 crores. This amount is not sufficient 

since the anticipated cost is Rs.240 crores and Rs. 175 crores, respectively. I 

would like to say that mere attention should be paid, so far as the amenities 

which are provided at the Railway Stations are concerned, particularly, at the 

Ramanathapuram Railway Station, where there are not sufficient number of 

retiring rooms. Some improvement should be made. A new line has to be 

constructed between Vridhachalam and Kumbakonam, via Ariyalur.  Thank 

you. Sir. 

*Transliteration of the speech  in Persian script is available in Hindi version of 

the Debate, 269 
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� �� ह� 	4��# ��	4�.)	6�� 
�. �.��7 �� )�
 
हZ �/#=� L� �#6 �. =�.� 4
�� �� 3. �~�. ह0Y �ह�=�Y �� ��A �0 \ 
�� �ह#=�; B� 	��	��# �2 8� �� ��� �. ��I B6��� ��
� :�ह��=� 	� �0c� �. =�.� 
4
�� �� �� ���7 �� ��	4�. :.42 �0ह5�� ���
# �#  	�8 �#��# ��=� �# �� �.�� �� �
 
��	4�. :.47 �� �# 4�
# L� �# >
# �� ��� ���. ह� 	4��# �#��# �� ह� ��� ���/7 ���/ 
i�8 �� घ�S� �ह
� �/�� ह5 ; 4�	ह� ह5 	� �ह 	�I�  �#��# �. )�# �. 	4G�#���. 
हZ ह� ; �ह 
���. �w� �. 	4G�#���. ह� ; �#��# 4� ��A �(� �ह� ह5 L� �#��# 	4� ��ह �# ���� �# ��<� L� 
�o� �# �	E1 ���# 3��� �. )���� �� i� �#6 ���� ह5,ह� ���� 3���.�7 �� �ह 	4G�#���. 
>�� ह��. ह5 	� �#��# �� 4� ���/7 ���/ i�8 �� ���� �� �# �� ��=� �� ��� ��
# �2 
�(�
� �/�� ह� ; �ह ���. �. ���. ह���. �w�. 	4G�#���. ह5,���4. 	4G�#���. ह5 L� B��� 
���� ��A 	�I�  �#��# �� ��� �#
� 	��. 3. ��ह �# �0
�	�� 
हZ ह� ; �#	�
 �w4��� ����#ह�� �ह 
ह5 	� �#��# �� �4S �# 	�� 4�
# ���� ���S� 
���I. ह� ; 4� ���S� �2W� ����� �#��# �� �# 
�ह. ह�,�ह ���S� 
हZ ह�,�ह 8� �4�� ह� L� 4� ���S� ���=� 4��� ह5 �� �4.� �ह �ह�� 
4,�7 �� 
�� 	\/�� 4��� ह5 	� ह� B��# h���� �0 \ ��
# �. ��4.6
 �2 
हZ ह5 ; �#��# 
���� घ�S� �(��. ह5 L� B��� �0>�4� �
�� 	�c�0 � 
हZ 	��� 4��� ह5 	4��#  
�.4# �2 �#��# 
�� ���. ��=. �� ���
� ��
� �/�� ह� ; �ह )���>B6# �6�.6 ह�  	� ��� �# >
# L� �# 
4�
# �2 �#��# �. 	ह��#���. 89 I.��. �# घS�� 40 I.��. �� > :0�. ह� ; B� ����#ह�� �. 
)��. 	4G�#���. �� 
हZ ��A�� ह�� 	� �#��# �� ह� ��c� �� �.*# �ह ��
�� ह�� 	� B��. )�� 
	4G�#���. �2W� =�
��2S  
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�� ह� L� ���. �4ह �����. 4�
# �# �#��# �� 	��
# ���# �5 	�S� ���S� �2 �=���� ह�
# 
���. ��. ह� 4� 75 I.��. �# घS�� =0	4l�� �� ��� �2 18 I.��. �� 
.:# > =�. ह� ; :0
��:# 
�#�� �2W� ह0�� �� �# �ह ������ ह� 	� �#��# �� �����. 4�
# �# 	��
# ���# �5 	�S� ���S� �2 
�	��#� B4�I� 	��� 4�8,B��# ह���#  �0c� �. ��ह6. L� ���4. ���. �2 3. �ह0� ��� 
	��#=.  ; 
 
 B�. �#  ��� ��� �� 8� ��� L� �ह
� :�ह��=� :��	� �U �� ह5 L� 	�	
�S� 
��	ह�� �� m��
 B� ��I 	����
� :�ह��=� 	� �#ह�. �# ��4��,�0c� �#  �0�	�I 	ह��7 �# 
>
# ���# �4���7 �. ��B
 �=. �ह�. ह5 L� �# ���# �4��� ���.�
 #� �4��� ह��# ह� 4� 
)�
# ���
 ��D1 �#  	�8,)�
# ��� ��7  �#  �hh �� 3	�V� �#  	�8 >�# 4��# �ह�# ह� ; �=� 
�
�. ह��� B�
. ��
.� ह� 	� ह� ��� ह�2 �ह �~
# �� 	���� ह� 	� W#
 �. \�7 �� �# ��= 
	=��� �� =8 ; �# =�.� �#��# �� 	S	�S �#�� :��# ह� ; �
 �� ��ह� 	
��
# �� �3. 
BoI�� 
हZ ह��� ; �# )�
# घ�,)�
# #�,)�
# 	�ह�
, )�
# B���# ,)�
# ���# �2 	�
-��� 
�#ह
� �� �#  ����# ह� ; B� �#  ���4�� 3. 4� �@ह2 �� �U �. ��S. 
हZ 	���. �� �0c� �#  
	4
 B���7 �2 �� �U �. ��S. �. ��6
. 	���. �#�. ह�,)�
# ���-��7 �� \�/��,)�
# 
4.�
 �� ���S �2 �����,�ह �
 B���7 �� i ���# ह� ; B
 ���� =�.�7 �. �����T� �� 
�ह0� =�3.��� �# ��:� 4�
� :�	ह8 ; �ह 	S	�S 3. �#�# ह� ,�@ह2 �#� �#  	�}�# �2 4=ह 3. 
हZ 
	���.,W#
 �#  ��� :~�� :��# ह�,����# �2 ���# 3. 4��# ह� L� �� 3. 4��# ह� ; �039¦���1� ��� 
�ह ह5 	� 4� �ह �0	*��
� �2 ����# ह� �� ��4�� �2 �� 	4
 �S#6
7 �� ����# ह� �ह�� �@ह2 8� 
����� ह. ह�� �#
# �� 	���� ह� ; �#��# �� �S�I,�#��# �. �0	�� L� B� ��ह �#  �0 \ ��=7 
�. 	��.3=� �� 8� �5�S �
� ह0> ह5 4�	� �@ह2 ��#6�
 ���� ह� ; �
 ��=7 �� 842S7 �#  
ह���# �� 	��� 4��� ह5 L� �ह� 4��� ह5 	� I��� �#  �ह�� �4���. �#  	�8 :�# 4�T� ; �ह 
�#:��� 8� 4��
# �� ��� ��
#  �#  ��� ���-��7 �#  �
 �� ���
# �#  	�8,�
 �� �#S ���
# �#  
	�8 4� i���-�#�� �#	�� ��	�� 4��� ह�, ह� ��=7 �� 	������ 	��. ह� 	� �ह �S
�,	�ह�� �2 
�ह0 �:
# �#  ��� 	I� ��. �5�S �#  ह���# �� 	��� 4��� ह� ; 	S	�S �ह�� ह5 �� �#  ���4�� �� 
�# ��ह-��ह �#  ���� 	�8 4��# ह�,�� �� ����
 \.
 	��� 4��� ह5 L��� �# �5�# g�(#  4��# ह� 
; �� 	�	
�S� ��	ह�� �# =04�	�6 �i� =� 	� >� �. ����. �
 ��=7 �� 3. �ह0� �,� 4i�� 
ह� ; �ह )�
# ���-��7 �� \�/�� 	4� ��ह �# ���
# �#  	�8 	
���# ह�,�
 �#  ��7 �� 
�0��� )=� ����# �2 �0	�� \.
 �2,=2= ��	I�� �� �#�S \.
 �# �� �ह ह���#  	�8 �0 L� 6�� 
�. ��� ह� ; ��,�#�. 	����� ह�=. 	� �
 ��=7 �#  	�8 	S	�S �#  )�= ����S�  
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�
��# 4�8�,=�.� �Q���7 �. 	हI�4� �#  	�8 �#��# �2 8� )�= �#� �
��� 4�� L� �#��# �. 
��I �# 8� ��#S. �
�Y 4�8 4� g�# ��=7 �#  ������ �� �#�� �
 �#  ��A# ह08 ���B� �� 
ह� ��
# �� ���� ��# ;  
 
 ��,�#��# ��B
 �#  ��
7 ��B¼� �2 4ह�� �#/ �=# ह08 ह�,�
 �. �S�Y ह�
# �=. ह� ; �� 
)4� ��
� :�ह�� ह��Á  � �#��# �. ����o �� �:�
� ह� ���� ��=7 �� �0	
���., �w�. L� 
�0c�. I4� ह� ; �ह. 8� g�� B���� ह� 	� 4� ह� 8���� �# 	ह�0����
 �. =�.� 4
�� �#  	�8 
��ह� �� ����
 �
 4��� ह5 L� >	�. ��� �ह �ह
� :�ह��=� 	� )�{#47 �#  4��
# �2 ह���# 
S.	S�7 
# 3��� �. >4��. �2 �/� ��=��
 	��� ह� ; =��*. 4. �. ��ह �� :��# ह08 �# 3��� �#  
����X�� �#
�	
�7 �� W#
7 �2 \0 ��-\0 ���� �# 4��# �# L� 6ह�7 �2 ���� �#�# �# ��	� )�{#47 �#  
>������ �# �
 �� \0 S���� 	����� 4� ��#  ; 
�.4# �2 )�{#47 
# S.	S�7 �� 8� ��ह �. 
�4� �. ह5 	� =��� L� Â�B�� ��
7 4� �S#6
 �� ����# ह�,���
 ह��/� �# :��� 	�z. 
�ह0 �:# �� �ह 4� )�
� ��6
 �#�� >�# ह�, ��# ���
# �#  	�8 �ह�� �#��# �#  ���:��. �w4�� ह� 
L� 4� �# ���# ह� L� 	I� v�S. �� 4�
# ���# ह��# ह� �� �
 �� 4=��� 3. 4��� ह� ; �=� 
S.	S�7 
# g�� �w
 �� =0
�ह 	��� ह5 	� �# ��6
 �#�� >8 �� �
 �� ��6
 
हZ ����� 
4�8=� ; S.	S�7 
# �w
 �� =0
�ह 	��� ह� 	� �ह =��� L� Â�B�� �#  ��4� �2 �� �ह� ह5 �� =��� 
L� Â�B�� �� 4=��� 4��� ह5 	� �0Gह��. v�S. �� �U ह� =�� ह�,�=� S.	S�7 �� 4=�
# �. 
4ह�� 
हZ �. 4��. ह� ; �#�. ��A �2 �ह ��� 
हZ >�. ह2 ; )=� =��� L� Â�B��7 
# )�{#47 
�#  ��� �ह��= 	��� �� �� )�{#47 
# >4 �� �
 �#  	�8 B
�� L� B���� �. ��	�6 �. L� 
S.	S�7 
# )=� )�{#47 �#  	��I ����X�� �#
�	
�7 �� �0c� �#  ����# 6ह�7 �2 �# 4��� 
Jह�0���
 �. >4��. �� B��4�� 	��� �� ह�
� �� �ह :�	ह8 �� 	� =��*. 4. �#  ����4 �. ��ह 
��:�
# ���# B
 S.	S�7 �� B
�� L� B���� �# 
��4� 4���,�#	�
 �
 �#  ��� 3#�3�� ���� 
4� �ह� ह� ; B�	�8 �� �ह0� �0�4�� �0����� ���� ह�� 	� S.	S�7 �#  	�8 3. �# �0	�*�8� Iw�. �w� 
�� �5�� �. 4�8� 	4
 �# �# >4 �� ��	:� ह� ; ���� 4. �# �#�. =04�	�6 ह�=. 	� �ह �ह0� )ह� 
����� ह�,B�	�8 >� B� �� =w� �� �.	48 ; 4� Â�B�� L� =��� �� ��6
 ���
# ���� 
��� �ह� ह�,Â�B�� L� =��� �� 4=� �ह� ह� �� >	� S.	S�7 �� 4=�
# �2 �w
�� �ह�/ S�S 
�ह� ह� 4� 	� �ह �हZ ��4� �2 �� �ह� ह� ; ���� 4. >� 
# ���# )�\# ��� 	�8 ह� 	4� �#  	�8 
>� �� �ह �#6 
हZ 3�� ��8=�,>� �. �#ह
� �� �ह �#6 ह�#6� ���ह
.� ��= �# �##=� ; �#�. 
=04�	�6 ह5 	� �# S.S. 3. �ह0� �/� ��� ���# ह�,�#��# �. �/. �#�� ���# ह� ; ह� 
# �/. �/�Y 
�/. �� >� 
# �
 �� �.S �# �. 	4� �#  	�8 >� �� *@���� ; )� �
 �#  ��6
 ��
. ��  
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���
# L� �
 �� 3. 4=�8 4�
# �� B��4�� �� �.	48 ;  
 
 �� 8� ��� 	I� >� �� �0������� �#�� ह�� 	� >� 
# �ह0� )�\� �4S �#6 �� B� 
�#6 �� 8� 
Y 	�6� �. ह� ; �ह0�-�ह0� 60	��� ;  
 
 3% �	�� ���	 &�"9: ��,B@ह7
# �/� �हC���1� �� �(��� ह5 L� �# ��= ह���# ��� 
>8 �#,���#  ���# �2 ह� �� 	��� �� �ह# ह� ;  
 
 *���	�	 *&+�%,�	 !	� � ��: �#�. =0Q�	�6 ह� B��� >� �� �.	48 L� )=� 
B� ���# �2 >4 >� ह��� �2 8
���� �� �2=. �� �/. �] �� ह�=. ;  
 
 �� �D�=>? ��E	(��4���
): ���3�m�E �ह���,�#��# g��	�86
 	�� �� ::9 ह� 
�ह. ह� �� �0A# ��� >�� ह� 	� �#6 �. >4��. �#  ��� ��VW.� 8��� �2 )=� 	��. �� �हC���1� 
��=��
 �ह� ह� �� �#��# �� �ह� ह� ; �#��# 
# �o� �# �	E1 L� ���� �# ��<� �� 	ह@�0���
 �� 
	����� ह� ; �ह�� �� 	� 4�	�,*�� 3#� �� 3. ��� ���# ह08 B� �#6 �#  	�8 �#��# �� 8� g�� 
��=��
 �ह�� ह� 	4�# 30���� 
हZ 4� ���� ;  
 
 �ह���,>4 	ह@�0���
 �2 ������� �#  ��*
7 �2 �	� ��Y ���# �हC���1� ��*
 ह� �� 
�ह �#� ह� L� �#�7 �� ���# )	*� ������� �#  i� �2 )=� ��Y ����= ���� ह� �� �ह B� 
�#6 �� =�.�,	�\/� L� ��� ह0> ���� ���� ह� ; B� ���	� �� �#�# ह08 �� ��

.� ��X. 
�ह���� �# 	
�#�
 ��
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� 4� �	��,=�.� L� 	�\/� ^��U ह�,�ह ��	�� ��� �#  
	�}�# �2 ह. ��X� ���� ह� L� >4 W#
7 �#  )��� ��� 	� �ह ह5 	� ��J�� ��� �2 4
�� ��: �2 
��X� ��
# ���# ��	X�7 �. ��,�� )	*� ह� L� ��: �� ह� ��� �Y =�	/��� g�. ह� 	4
�2 	� 
8� �� >*� 	�}�� ह. 4
�� ��: �� 	���� ह5 	4��#  ���1 4
�� ��: �#  ��	X�7 �. 
���	� �/. �0� ह��. ह5 L� 45�# 	�}�# �2 ��# �� ���. ���. 4��. ह�,�5�# �@ह2 ��X� ��
. �/�. 
ह� ; �� �� ��X. �ह���� �# 	
�#�
 �i� =� 	� �# ��X. W#
7 �2 4
�� ��: �#   	�}�7 �� �~�8� ; 
>��#  �4S �2 B��� �हZ 	Q� 
हZ ह�,B�	�8 �#�� >��# 	
�#�
 ह5 	� =�.� �. ��X� �� 
�0	�*�4
� �
�
# �#  	�8 >� 4
�� ��: �#  	�}�# �~�8� ;  
 
 �ह���,>4 �S#6
7 �� �0�E� �. �ह0� >�l���� ह� ; �� ��X. �ह���� �� m��
 
	�z. �#��# �S#6
 �. T� >�bD� ��
� :�ह��=� ; 	�z. �#��# �S#6
 �. ���	� >4 �ह ह5 	� 
��Y 3�� >��. )�
. �ह
-�#S. �#  ��� �ह�� �# �0�	E� i� �# ��X� 
हZ �� ���� ; ��S��� �#  

�� �� IQ_ ��S��� �. ��,�� �ह0� h���� ह�,)��. ��S��� �. ��,�� 2000 ह� �� IQ_ ��S��� 
4000 ह� L� ���# >8 	�
 B� 	��� �. घS
�8� �S#6
7 ��  

*Transliteration of the speech in Persian script is available in Hindi version of 
the Debate 
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ह��. �ह�. ह�-��	X�7 �#  ����
 �� :0�� 	��� 4��� ह�,�ह
-�#S. �� \#/�# ह�,�
�#  ��� =�� 
�0��� ���# ह� ; �� �#�� 	
�#�
 ह� 	� >� �S#6
7 �� �0�E� �~�8� L� 4� )����	4� �C� 
�S#6
7 �� �ह�# ह� �
�� �ह�� �# ��� ��2 	4��# ��=7 �� �0	�*� 	�� ��#   
 
 B�. ��ह �# ह� �#�# ह� 	� �S#6
7 �� =��=. L� =��. ��#� �ह0� )	*� �ह�. ह� ; �� 
	�z. �S#6
 �#  ���# �2 ���
� :�ह�� ह��,:��	� 	�z. �S#6
 �� �� ह� 4��# �ह�# ह�,�ह�� �ह0� )	*� 
=��=. L� ��#� ह��. ह� ; B�	�8 �#�� >��# 	
�#�
 ह� 	� �I�Y ^����� �� 	�6#D m��
 	��� 
4�
� :�	ह8 L� ���2 �0*�� 	��� 4�
� :�	ह8 ;  
 
 >4 �#6 �#  )��� ���	� �ह ह� =Y ह5 	� >Y.8�.>Y.�#  842S �� >������. B� 
�#6 �#  ��
#-��
# �2 4� �ह# ह� L� �
�� 8� ह. �x#l� �ह�� ह� 	� �हZ 3. �#��# ��B
 �#  �.: 
�� � �2 �� =�/. �#  	�}�# �2 �� � �2,�� g�# �C�7 �# �0�E� �#  	�8 >��� 	�6#D ��� �(�
# 
�/2=# 	4��# ��=7 �� 3��	ह� L� �0�	E� �#� ��X� ���}* ह� ��#  ;  
 
 �ह���,B�. ��ह >4 )=� �S#6
7 �� �#�=�/. �#  �ह. ��� �#  ���# �2 ��\� 4�8 	� 
�#�=�/. �ह. ��� �� >8=. �� �#S ह� �� �ह�� ��:
� �#
# ���# 4� ���:��. ह� �
�. ���	� �ह 
ह� 	� 4� ��:
� �#
# ���# ���:��. ह�,4� W#
 4 घ�S# �#S ह��. ह5 ���� 4 घ�S# �#S ���
# �#  �4�� 
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SHRI R. MARGABANDU (Tamil Nadu): Thank you, Mr, Vice-Chairman, 

Sir. Since I entered in the Raj>'a Sabha, year after year and Budget after 

Budget, I have been making a specific demand but it is yet to be considered 

by any Minister. Several Railway Ministers have come and gone but it has not 

been considered. There is one over-bridge at Pacha Kuppam in North Arcot 

District. I made a Special Mention in the House. I received a letter stating that 

it has been sanctioned four years ago. But, till now, no steps have been taken 

to start the work. I would like to know from the Minister whether any sanction 

has really been made or whether only a reply has been given to me. The 

Railways constitute consultative committees region-wise. Several Members 

have raised many difficulties which they experience in the railway stations with 

respect to amenities provided to passengers. This committee is supposed to 

look into all these problems, region-wise, but that committee is not convened It 

is convened only once in a year. It is only once in a year the committee is 

convened and thereafter committees get dissolved. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: Are you talking about the Consultative 

Committee? 

SHRI R. MARGABANDU: No. 

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN: It is about the Divisional Railway Consultative 

Committees in which all Members of Parliament, representing that region, are 

Members.  I have not attended even a single meeting. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: We have already set up a Committee 

and we have nominated Members of Parliament as representatives in that. 

SHRI R. MARGABANDU: Apart from Members, others are also there to 

look into the problems. 

The meeting of the committee is not convened even once a year. In the 

whole term it meets only once and then it is dissolved. I request that it should 

meet at least once in three months and discuss about the problems. 

T,echnical and small problems can be avoided. 

Then, written tests were held for recruitment to the group 'C and 'D' 

posts. Interviews were also held about three or four years back. But, the 

results have not yet been declared. On equiring, they said that there was a 

court litigation. So, there is a court litigation,but the department does not 
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bother to take any interest so that the problem could be solved. The 

department should, at least, expedite the case for early resolution of the 

problem. But no steps have been taken in this regard. 

Then, even in Tamil Nadu there were several attempts of sabotage. 

Though, it was announced there and then no step has been ttiken to find out 

the facts. The Railway Board must be vested with th;- operational 

responsibility. Then, there is no accountability for the various accidents that 

are taking place. There is an enquiry commission, but there is no 

accountability for all those things. 

Then, I would request the hon. Minister to extend electric trains from 

Arakkonam to Katpadi. Electric trains are running from Madras to Arakkonam, 

but after that there is no electric train facility. Several MPs from that area, that 

is. North Arcot district, Tiruvannamalai and Dharmapuri had made a request 

for extending electric train facility up to Katpadi. That request has also not 

been taken into consideration. 

Similarly, the unmanned railway crossings should be replaced with 

manned railway crossings. I had made this request earlier also, especially for 

Chitheri and Katpadi, but it has also not been taken into consideration. I 

offered to do this work from my MPLAD's fund, but the work was not sorted 

out. About a year back, they informed that they are going to start the work, but 

till now that programme has not been finalised. 

Finall}', I would like to request the hon. Minister that the Southern 

Railway should be operated from Salem also. 

So, these are some of my requests that could be taken into 

consideration. I hope, at least, this Ministry would execute these works. Thank 

you, verv- much. 
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DR. (SMT.) JOYASREE GOSWAMI MAHANTA (Assam): Sir, the 

railway communication in Assam and the North-Eastern region is very poor. 

We are to depend on roadways. Moreover, because of the price hike at 

different times, it becomes all the more difficult for the poor State like Assam 

and the North-East region. And in the North-Eastern region, it is very difficult 

for us.   First of all, 1 urge upon the hon. Railway Minister to 
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link up different areas through railways. In the hill districts of Assam, there is 

no railway network. In Assam and the neighbouring States, there is no railway 

cormection with the rest of India. We are the worse sufferers in the whole 

country. Secondly, we want that one express train from Delhi to Guwahati and 

from Calcutta to Guwahati should run every day between these cities. 

So far as the question of employment is concerned, a few days ago, in 

answer to one of the questions, the hon. Railway Minister had stated that the 

Railways have a national character. I agree with her on this point. I appreciate 

it. But in the recent Railway Budget, it has not been shown like that. Many of 

our colleagues here will agree with me on this. A few minutes back, the hon. 

Member, Shri Kailash Joshi, was also relating the same story. Many hon. 

Members have appreciated the name of the Railway Minister, that is, Ms. 

Mamata Banerjee. The meaning of 'Mamata' is generosity. So, a helping hand 

should be extended to Assam and the North-Eastern region. 

I would like to make some suggestions to the hon. Railway Minister. 

Some inter-city express trains throughout the State should be provided. It is 

already there in different States but not in Assam. We have only two such 

connections in Assam but they are in very poor shape. We shouki be provided 

the inter-city express trains for the following routes, that is, Guwahati-

Tinsukhia, Guwahati-Dhubri, Guwahati-Lakhimpur, Guwahati-Kazianga and 

Guwahati-Tejpur. 

Then I suggest that the question of giving 50 per cent rebate to the 

retired teachers in railway tickets may be considered. Sir, this year is the 

Swama Jayanthi year of our independence. The freedom fighters and their 

sons and daughters may be considered for fifty per cent rebate in the railway 

tickets. 

Now, 1 come to the question of encroachment of the Railways land. 

Illegal migrants all over Assam and the North-Eastern region are going to 

encroach the Railway land. They have already encroached a huge area of the 

Railway land in different districts. The Minister is requested to look into the 

matter which is very urgent and which requires her intervention. The situation 

has to be controlled and handled properly. 

Sir, the problem of extremists is a very big problem in Assam and the 

whole of the  North-Eastern region.   The Government has taken so many 
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steps and this menace has almost been controlled. People are living in peace 

in Assam now. But the extremists who are surrendering these days, are in big 

numbers. 

Only fifteen days or so ago a large group of 532 extremists surrendered. 

Now and then different groups are surrendering. But they are not employed 

properly and there is no scope for them to get employment in Assam. If we are 

not giving them employment, they will return to their previous profession. So, I 

request the Railway Minister to look into the matter so that some of them can 

be employed in her Department. 

SHRI SURESH A KESWANI (Maharashtra): Thank you, Mr. vice-

Chairman, for giving me time to speak on this very important issue. While 

supporting this Bill and congratulating Mamataji for not hiking the passenger 

fares in this Railway Budget, I must record here a note of caution. I do 

understand that no hike in the passenger fare has been made to protect the 

interests of the poorer sections of this country. As far as they are concerned, it 

is the only lifeline. However, there are 60 lakh employees in the railways. We 

have a huge responsibility towards this human resource, which is employed 

there, and there is a very serious question about the productivity of this human 

resource. I hope the surreptitious hands of disinvestment, this new animal 

which has come into our country, would not suddenly come and hit you from 

behind and your Railways are also not being subjected to the same 

disinvestment, which will throw 60 lakh employees out of their employment 

which is guaranteed by you, time and again, in various fora. Madam, how do 

you rectify the situation? You have been doing significant expansion by 

increasing the number of passenger trains, particularly, fast trains everywhere. 

However, I find that there is need to strike a balance between the fast 

passenger trains and the goods trains, which carry cargo and goods from one 

location to another. This balance is not there. As a result of this mismatch and 

the resultant underutilisation of the rolling stock and the railway tracks, the 

existing equipment and assets are used less than their optimum use. I would 

like you to kindly pay some attention to this area. You engage those 

professionals whom you need to ensure that you are able to give a totally new 

look to all your departments in the 21st century. The higher the utilisation the 

lesser the cost and the lesser the problems. This will add to your revenue very 

significantly because you have the resource constraints which prevent you 

from making any significant investments that you want 
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to make to get the kind of profit which you need to do away with passenger 

fare hike. There is about a need to achieve synergy between other modes of 

transport, particularly, air transport, sea transport and road transport. AD our 

raihvay stations have their goods yards which are century okl. 

We do not have a system whereby cargo can be moved in an efficient 

manner. If you see the western word, you will find that the entire raihvay 

system, the road system, the waterways, transportation in the air, are so 

properly linked that all the assets, which are public assets, have been put to 

maximum utilisation. So, in every segment, there is a much higher profitability. 

Therefore, possibfy, you will make sure that the commodities, goods, and 

cargo which are moved by various containers, whether it is petroleum 

products which move in hquid form, or, like LNG or CNG, which is going to be 

the future requirement, are taken care of by the Railways in a maimer which is 

economically efficient Madam, you just said that you were going to make use 

of other properties and assets which are available with the Railways, to 

augment your resources. So, that is the source wherefrom you are going to 

fund all the expansion projects, or, all the critical areas where you need to 

invest money. It is much easier said than done because these areas are in 

different States. Each State Government has its own set of problems. 

Therefore, to bring them into reality, you will have to find out a way which 

would be acceptable to all. So, it becomes necessary for you to call some kind 

of an all-party meeting of selected MPs, or, groups, who will discuss these 

issues, go back to the State Governments and bring the kind of cooperation 

that you need; at the same time, ensuring that your schemes are put into 

operation. Madam, the next point that I want to make is regarding the 

technology. We are now in an area where the whole world is making use of 

science and technology for increasing the speed of the trains and also making 

them cost-effective. If we see Japan, the suburban railways which run there, 

the number of passengers that they are believed to put through per hour is 

much higher than the number of passengers that we are able to handle. In 

Japan, there is a continuous upgradation of the railway system using latest 

technologies which accelerate the speed, reduce the cost and also make sure 

that the contribution per human being or of the assets towards profitability is 

higher. Germany has also achieved a record in enhancing the speed and 

ensuring safety, which are very noteworthy. I would like to say that we must 

find out the resources wherefrom we can get the benefit of these technologies 
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as also the funds, which are available at a lower cost in the international 

market. Japanese credit is available at reasonable interest rates. I would like 

you to explore those possibilities because unless we step up the level of 

investment in the Railways, we will not be able to achieve the need based 

expansion in our railway system. Madam, India has achieved significant levels 

of expertise in railway engineering. Our country is known for its capabilities ia 

contracting, in doing jobs and I think we must make efforts to ensure that 

railway exports, or export-related development of the Railways, is done by a 

special department so that we are able to make sufficient amount of profit 

even out of this activity. 

Today this industry is a knowledge-based industry. India is already 

known in the world market as a leader in this area. The Railways can perhaps 

set up a separate division for bringing in innovative railway-related software 

products particularly for signals, for total management or for online booking or 

for computerized reservation systems. In these areas, India would be able to 

contribute significantly if you have a specially dedicated department for this 

purpose. There is another area which needs special attention. You have to 

introduce some kind of a productivity audit system so that you can 

continuously examine various sectors of the Railways and find out the areas 

which can be used more profitably and you can re-examine the cost benefit 

analysis of the existing apparatus. While doing this the development and 

growth aspects of economically backward areas should not be overlooked. 

You must make it sure that the Railways are able to make those areas more 

growth-oriented for which the Railways is meant because ultimately, you want 

to serve the poorest of the poor in this country. Finally, mobility of goods, 

services and manpower must ultimately lead to more efficient utilization of 

human and material resources and must generate additional wealth for this 

country. If you examine the modem methods, I am sure, the Railways can add 

to the generation of more wealth. With these words, I conclude. Thank you. 

SHRI BRATIN SENGUPTA (West Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 

while participating in the debate on the Appropriation (Railways) No. 2 Bill, 

2000, at the outset, I would like to accuse the Government of step-motherly 

treatment and discrimination against the departments of the Railways as 

compared   to   other   modes   of  transport   in   our   country,   particularly 
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roadways. The Railways is an environment-friendly mode of transport. It is a 

fact that for the same quantity of transportation the Railways would require 

one-sixth quantity of diesel as compared to the diesel which is required for 

road transport. It is a fact the waterways have been grossly underutilized in 

our country and there is no coastal shipping or no other kind of water 

transport prevailing in our country in the manner it is prevailing in many 

Western countries. It is also a fact that for building the same length of railway, 

one requires much less amount as compared to building the same length of 

roadways in the country. The road sector has been provided an amount of Rs. 

54,000 crores by the Government of India, whereas the Railways is starving 

for funds despite having tremendous potential to catch the passenger market 

and freight market of our country. According to the National Transport Policy 

of 1956, the policy direction at that point of time was that 82 per cent of the 

traffic would be borne by the Railways and 18 per cent of the traffic by 

roadways. But the road lobby over the years has become so strong that the 

entire thing has overturned. The Railways are carrying   onfy   20   per   cent   

of   the   whole   traffic   of   our   country. 

Sir, if you take the case of the U.S., they have the best modem 

railways which no other country has got. And there are many other alternative 

modes of transport like pipelines through which goods are carried; there is 

water transport through shipping, etc. But, the railways' share of the total 

freight traffic is 48 per cent which means that others are not given that much 

importance, and the railways have been able to capture the market. But, due 

to repeated hikes in freight rates and subsidies to road lobbies, and due to an 

entirely mis-directed policy, the freight traffic potential of our country has not 

been fully utilised by the Railways. We have 300 million tonnes of aimual coal 

production, but only 200 million tonnes of coal is transported by railways; the 

remaining 100 million tonnes are transport by roadways. We have another 

bulk item, namely, cement. Out of 90 million tonnes of cement produced 

annually, only 60 million tormes are transported by railways, whereas the 

entire production could be transported by the Railways themselves. We have 

many other bulk items like iron ore, steel and so on. I am not going into the 

details of all these things. There are 10 million electric fans produced in the 

country, almost all of which are transported through roadways. Ten million 

bicycles are produced in the country; 20 lakhs air-conditioners and 

refrigerators are produced in our country.   There are many other items like 

automobiles and 
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so on, all of which are transported by roadways because the railways do not 

have adequate funds. Also, there is no policy direction. There is no 

implementation of the National Transport Policy. Because of all these things, 

the Railways, and, ultimately, the nation, is losing Rs.30,000 crores. And, we 

have to spend foreign exchange for the import of diesel fuel which IS required 

six times more for the roadways as compared to the railways. On this account, 

we are losing foreign exchange to the tune of 5 billion dollars, which could 

have been spent for the development of the Railways, for the expansion of 

freight and passenger traffic, and for creating further employment 

opportunities in a country like ours where unemployment is a burning problem. 

Apart from this, there is general misdirection in the Railways and there is 

wastage of expenditure. Minister after Minister comes. I am sorry to say that 

the CAG and many other agencies have passed remarks that they have 

wasted the funds of the Railways. There has been an allegation against a 

Minister who tried to go in for gauge-conversion; Rs. 50,000 crores were spent 

on that. But the expert opinion was that out of this amount, at least Rs.25,000 

crores have been wasted on this project. The Railways could have done 

without the gauge conversion. In South Africa, in Queensland, in America and 

in many other developed countries, there are metre-gauges, and in the metre-

gauges, the speed of the trains is not less than that in the broad-gauges. Even 

these countries, which have a high level of rail traffic, both passenger and 

freight, have not felt the need for gauge conversion. There are 24,000 miles of 

railway lines in Queensland, out of which 9,000 miles is metre-gauge. And 

they never thought of converting the metre-gauges into broad-gauges. Even in 

countries like America and South Africa, this has not been attempted to. But, 

here, in our country, we go in for gauge conversion. It is a wastage of money. 

The same money could be diverted for other developmental works. I 

remember there was a report that the Railway Minister of that period thought 

of importing 1.5 million tonnes of rail tracks from abroad on the excuse that 

our SAIL is not in a position to manufacture quality tracks. What happened 

after that? 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI RAMA SHANKAR KAUSHIK): Please 

conclude. 

SHRI BRATIN SENGUPTA: Sir, I am talking on a policy issue. I am not 

demanding this line or that line. It is a policy issue which should have been 

looked after by the Government since independence.   While the SAIL 
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is there, the Minister had thought of having a separate rail mill with a foreign 

company. But, then, another Railway Minister came and he overruled that 

decision; the import order was cancelled and he also rejected the proposal of 

setting up of a new rail mill. 

There were 17,000 thousand passes issued indiscriminately amongst 

the people. There are many unviable projects that have been undertaken by 

the Railways - projects about which the Planning Commission and many 

experts have been saying that they will take, at least, forty years to complete 

and even if they are implemented, they will, ultimately, be of no use to the 

Railways because in forty years the Railways are not going to have any return 

on the investment that they will have made. These are economically unviable 

projects. With the present funding, emphasis could have been laid 

somewhere else and there would have been immediate returns to the 

Railways. But the Railways did not do it. Why? Because of gimmicks, 

because of populism. When will the Railways give up all this and try to 

capture, particularly, the entire freight market of our country? There is a big 

freight market in our country. There are thirteen lakhs of trucks operating in 

the country today. At the time of the independence, there were not even a 

lakh of them and the Railways used to cater to the freight requirement. This 

means there is a big freight market. Sir, every five minutes, there are buses 

running between Delhi and Dehra Dun, between Calcutta and different 

places, between Delhi and Chandigarh and so on. So, there is a big 

passenger traffic market and, more particularly, there is a big freight market, 

which the Railways have not utilised. I am concluding with an appeal. 

Government after Government has been neglecting it. Will the hon. Minister 

reply as to why all these thmgs are not being looked into properly and 

whether a proper direction as per the National Transport Policy of 1956 will be 

given to the Railways? 
 
 1$�'	:�; (f. ���6��� �w	6�): ��

.� ���� f. ��.6:@u �.����� 
�*�
,>� )�
. ��� 60i ��2 ; )3. 6 �4 :0�#  ह� ; B� �� �ह� 3. ��
. ह�,)3. ::9 ह� �ह. 
ह� ; B��#  ��� �# 	�	I�# 6
 �� 3. ���� ह� ; ��

.� ����7 �. H�� ��� ह5,ह� 	��
# �4# �� 
�5(2 ?  

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (west Bengal): Sir, I suggest that we finish the 

discussion on the Railway Budget, even if it takes another hour or so. Let us 

finish the discussion, including   the hon. Minister's reply.   Then, if 
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we can take up the clarifications on the statement by the Defence Minister by 

7.00 or 7.20, it is okay. If we cannot do it, I suggest we shift it to tomorrow. 
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ह� ; �#��# �#  )	*��	��7 �. 	��.3=� �# >4 �#��# �. ���S_ �� 4=ह 4=ह B
��:�2S ह� 
�ह� ह� ; B� 	�D� �� >� ����  �ह2,�ह ��� �.	4�# ; �#��# �2 �� k��S��BQ#6
 ह� =�� ह5 �#	�
 
�#�� �0A�� �ह ह5 	� >� B��#  ��� ��� =0¼4 W#	I� �#  E#X �2 3. ���� �� k��S��BQ#6
 ��2 
�� 	� =0¼Q �#  ���# �2 ���� 	ह��� >��� 	�� ��2  ; �ह���,>�
# �0A# ���
# �� ��� 
	���,B��#  	�8 >��� �ह0� �ह0� *@���� ;  
 
 1$�'	:�; (f. ��� 6��� �w	6�): B��# �ह�# 	� �� ��घ 	�� =w�� 4. �# 	
�#�
 
�i�  	� �ह )�
. ��� �2,��

.� ��4.� ��4
 4. �� ��ह� 4�
� ह�,4ह�Q ��/
� ह�,�
�# �� 
�ह �ह� ह�� �] ��� )�
. ��� ��E#� �2 �2 ;  
 
 �� �	"� ��"� G�ह(	�ह��): ���3�m�E �ह���,>�
# �0A# ���
# �#  	�8 )��� 
	���,B��#  	�8 �� >��#  �	� >3�� ^�U ���� ह�� L� ��� ह. �N 2000-2001 �#  	�8 4� 
�#��# 	�	
��= 	�*#�� �#6 	��� =�� ह�,���#  ����
 �2 /� ह0> ह�� ; �ह���,	�*#�� �#  
����
 �2 �0 \ �:
�C��  �0A�� >��#  ��m�� �# ��

.�� ��X. �ह���� �� �#
� :�ह��=� ; 
�ह���,>4 ���#  �#6 �2 �#��# �� 
#S���  	�\� ह0> ह�,I5 �� ह0> ह5 L� �#��# 8� ^�����	�� 
��=(
 ह�,��b6�� >=�
�BQ#6
 ह� ; 	��. 3. ��b6�� >=�
�BQ#6
 �� �ह. 	�6� �2 �# 
4�
# �#  	�8 ���. 	�n�
.��� ���� ��
� >�l�� ह��� ह� ; �#	�
 >4 3���.�  �#� �. 
	�n�
.��� 	�
-�	�	�
 घS�. 4� �ह. ह�,���2 Ä�� ह� �ह� ह� :�ह# ��	X�7 �. �0	�*� �� �� 
ह� �� ��� �0��Y ह�,��
7 ����7 �2 >4 �#��# �. 	�n�
.��� घS �ह. ह� ; >4 ��Y ��X. �	� 
	��. �S#6
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�� ���� ह��� ह� �� ���� �ह ��� 
हZ ह��� 	� ���. >( घ�S# �. ��X� 20 घ�S# �2 ���. ह�=. �� 
28 घ�S# �2 ���. ह�=. ; B�. ���� )=� ��Y ��� �0��Y �#  	�8 ����
 �0� 	��� 4��� ह5 �� �0� 
��
# �#  ��� B��. �0�E� �. ��Y =���S. 
हZ ह5,�ह ��� �ह�� 0� �� =��� ह� 4�8=� ; �#	�
 
	��. ��ह �# )=� �0�	E� =��^� ���
 �� �ह0 �: 3. =�� �� �ह 
हZ ��� ह5 	� �ह 10 	�
 �#  
�4�� 20 	�
 �2 �ह0 �:#=� �� 8� �ह.
# �2 �ह0 �:#=� ; B�	�8 �ह���� >4 3���.� �#� �. 
	�n�
.��� घS �ह. ह� L� �� 	�n�
.��� �� ���	�� ��
� >�l�� ह�,)=� ��# �ह. 
	�6� �2 �# 4�
� ह� ; �ह���,	�n�
.��� घS
# �� �� �# �/� ���1 ह� 	� �#��# �#  )	*��	��7 
L� ���:�	��7 �#  ��������7 �. ��Y )���� S#	�	�S. 
हZ ह� ; 	��. �. ��Y 	4G�#���. 
	
*9	�� 
हZ ह� ; 3���.� �#� �2 >4 �/. �# �/. घS
� ह� 4�8 ���. 4��: �. �0Y घ�� 	I� �� 
�� �# 	
:�# ��� �� 4� ���:��. ह5 �ह�� �� �ह0 �: 4�8=. ; )=� 3���.� �#� �#  ��� ��
# �� 
�ह. ��.�� ह�=� �� 	I� �#��# ���� �# �#�� �. >� 8� 	��.4
 �� B�
. �/. ����
� �. 
4i�� 
हZ ह� ; B��� ��#S
� :�	ह8 ; )=� �ह ������ ह� �� B
 ���	*��	��7 �#  �.: 
	4G�#���. 	
*9	�� ��
. :�	ह8 ; �#��# ���� �#  �#G��� �� 4. 8G� ��,�. >� 8G� �� �
�#  
���R �#  �	� 	�����	�	�� �
�
� :�	ह8 �3. B��2 ��Y �0*�� �. ��3��
� ह� ���. ह� ;  
 
 �ह���,>4 3���.� �#� �#  ���
# �0�E� L� �#�S. 8� )	36�� �
� ह� ; ��Y ��X. 
4� W#
 �� :~�� ह5 �� �ह 4= 3�� 4��� ह�,4.�
 3�� 4��� ह5 L�  ���-��� ���# :�� 4��� ह� 
; ���� ��� 
हZ 	� �� ���. W#
 �2 हC�� ह� 4�8=.,��5 �. ह� 4�8=.,���� ����
 :��. :�� 
4�8=� �� �#� �2 ��8-��8 =B��� 45�. ��Y �/. �0घ�S
� ह� 4�8=. ; �ह���,>4 �#��# �#  	�8 
�0�E� L� �#�S. �ह0� �/. ����� ह� ; )=� >4 �#� �2 ��Y ��5 �. ह� 4�8,��S ह� 4�8 �� �#� 
��X���,�#� 	�3�=,�#��# �#  ���# ���	*���. 8� E1 �2 �ह �#�# ह� 	� �ह ��
�
 ^����� �� 
����� ह�,��h� �� �}4#HS ह� ; �ह���,4� ��Y �#� �� ���� ह��� ह5 �� �ह �3. �ह ��:�� 
���� 
हZ ह��� 	� �ह 	�ह�� �2 :~ �ह� ह�,�o� ��#6 �2 :~ �ह� ह�,�m� ��#6 �2 :~ �ह� ह� �� 
	��. )@� ��h� �2 :~ �ह� ह� ; �ह �ह ��
�� :~�� ह5 	� �� 3���.� �#�  �� :~ �ह� ह�� L� 
���. 4�
 ��� �. �0�E� �. =���S. 3���.� �#� �� �#
. :�	ह8,�ह 3���.� �#� �� ह5 L� 
���� B� 	4G�#���. �# 
हZ 3�=
� :�	ह8 ; >4 >�l���� B� ��� �. ह5 	� �#��# ��S#H6
 
I��� �. 4� ���#
 ह5 ���� 4� ����E#X ह5 ���� �~��� 4�8 L� ��X. �0	�*� �� 3. ���#  
����E#X �#  )��� ���� 4�8 ;  
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 �� 	�ह�� �# >�� ह�� L� �#�� ��	�C� ह� 	� 	�ह�� �. �0 \ ��4
�T� �#  ���# �2 ��

.� 
��X. �ह���� �� m��
 >�] | �i�  ;  
 
 1$�'	:�; (f. ��� 6��� �w	6�): )� ���y ��2 ;  
 
 �� �	"� ��"� G�ह: �� 	�I�  8� 	�
S �2 ; �ह���,	�ह�� ��=�� �# �S� ह0> ��h � 
ह� L� ��

.� ��X. �ह���� �. 4� �] ����| ��=�� �� ह� ���#  ��/# 	ह��# �2 	�ह�� �� 3. 
4� 
घ0���� �#2 ��	� �*� �# 4� ह�� :� �ह. ह� ���. �0 \ 	�ह�
 	�ह�� �#  ��=7 �� 3. �=# ; 
B�. >6� �#  ��� �� )�
. ��� ���y ���� ह�� ; 
 
 �� ��घ ��� ����: ����3�m�E �ह���,	6����7 �#  ��� �� �� �0A�� ���=� L� 
8� )�.� �i� =� ��� �.
 	�
S �2 )�
. ��� ���y �� ���=� ; ��

.� ह���. �#� ��X. 
�ह���� �. B�\� 6�U,�
�� �C��ह, �
�� ����1 L� �
�� �o�̂ � �ह �� �#�# ह08 8� 
�0A�� �� �#�� �ह ह5 	� �ह 4� �#��# ��B
 ���# �#6 �2 ह� B��#  ��
7 ��I ����Â. �#  )��=�� ��I. 
4�.
 �/. ह0Y ह� ; �� 4�.
 �� h������ ��=7 
# )
�	*��� �}4� �� 	��� ह� ; 6ह�7 �# 
��ह� ��= ���2 #�. �� �ह# ह�,)�
# #� �# 	����� L� 6ह�7 �#  )��� ���
 �
� �ह# ह� ; B� 
)
�	*��� �}4# �� ���
# �#  	�8 �#� ��X��� �� �� ��. �.��� �
��� ह5 �� ��ह# �#  ��� 
Z:�� ह� 	4� �� ��I. �5�� ����� ह��� ह� ; B�	�8 �#�� �0A�� �ह ह5 	� ���� Jह�0���
 �2 
�#��# �#  W#� �#  	�
��#  ��
7 ��I I���� �#/ �=�� 	�8 4�8� ; 4ह�� 	4��� #� ह� ���� ��� 
�# 	��� 4�8 8� S�B� ����� ��{�� �#  	�8 	� �0� #�. ���,���� ��3 �(�T,�#/ �=�T 
L� �#/7 �. ����. ��� ; �� 4�8 �� ����� �#/ �=�T� �� 	4� ��ह �# ह� >� �
�# 
�G���  ��� ; �# ��� ��
# 	�8 ह� L� �## 3. ह� B�	�8 �# ह� ���# ह� ; B��# 8� �� �#� �. L� 
�S�. �. �E� ह� 4�8=. ����� >=# :��� �ह0� �/. �#��# 	�3�= �. ��/. �. �G��o /. ह� 
4�8=. ;  
 
 ����� �0A�� �ह ह5  	� ���� 4. 8� 	�
 >� �#� �. Wr�. �2 �5(��,:��	� >� �ह0� 
=	�6.� ह�,��
.��,��ह��,=0/=��� L� 	
4��0x.
 �. 4� �#��# ��B
 4��. ह�,B� �S�. �� 
घ���� >B8 ; �ह�� ह4��7 ��= �0�ह-�0�ह �#� �S�. �� 6w: ���# ह� 	4� ���1 )=� 	��� 
�# �ह�# =�/. i� 4��. ह5 �� �/. ���� >�. ह� ; 	I� �#��# �S�. �#  	�
��#  4� ���
 ह�,�@ह7
# 
���� �� /�-���S �#��# W5� �� ��� 	��� ह5 L� �ह�� 4� �0��
# �#��# ��B�� ह5 �# �� �# ¾-���S �# 
�S. �/. ह�  ; B�	�8 >� �#ह���
. �� �#  B� ���# �� �# ¾-���S �� �ह�� �# �(�� �.	48 L� 
�ह�� �� g�. �.��� �=�� �.	48 	� ��= �#��# ��B
 �� 6w: ��
# 
 > ��2  ;  
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) 8� �#�. >� �# )�.� ह� ; �ह���,4� 	�z. �#6 �. ��4*�
. �
. L� �ह�� 4�.
 ��/. �/ 
=�. �� �ह�� �#  
#��T� 
# ��VW.� ��4*�
. E#X �#  	
�91 �� I5 ��� 	��� L� �ह 	
b�� ह0> ; 
B� �2 ह	���1� �� ��
.��,��ह��,=0/=��� L� I�.����� 	4�# �� B
�� 3�= 6�	�� 	��� 
=�� ;  

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West Bengal):  Mr, Gautam, just one 

second. 

I would like to draw the attention of the Chairman and the House to a 

procedural matter. 

Sir, we decided that today we should complete the Appropriation 

(Railways) Bill. My respectful submission to you, and, through you, to the 

Government would be this. Let us decide right now by what time we should 

complete the Appropriation (Railways) BiU because we are behind schedule. 

Members should speak and express their views. But, at the same time, we 

shall have to keep in view that some Government Business ought to be 

transacted. If we do not transact the Government Business, it would be 

extremely difficult. Therefore, my most respectful submission would be this. It 

is already 6-30 p.m. now. By 7-30 p.m., let the Minister complete her reply so 

that we can dispose of one Goverrmient Business today before we go home. 

Otherwise, it will be extreme^ difficult. I make this submission to the House. 
 
 1$�'	:�; (�� ��	 )�3� 3��)3): )3. ��
 
# 4� )�
. �ह�	� ���
 �. ह�,�� 
�#  �0��	�� B� 	�*#�� �� 7 �4# �� ���y ��
� ह� L� 3���0� )������ ���# �S#S�2S �� 
�5 �.	I�# 6�� �� �#  	�8 �� 	��� =�� ह� ; �� 7 �4# �� �ह 	�D� ���y ह� 4�8=� ;  
 
 �� ��घ ��� ����: �ह���,�� >	� �2 )�.� �� �ह� �� 	� ह	���1� �#  :�� 	4�# 
	4
 �� �� 
# �z# 	��� L� �o� ��#6 �#  ��0��,)�.=~,�0���6ह�, 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: If it is over by 7-00 p.m., I will be too 

happy. 

THE MINISTER OF LAW, JUSTICE AND COMPANY AFFAIRS 

(SHRI 0. RAJAGOPAL):    There are a few Members yet to speak. Let 

them finish. Then, the Minister will reply. 
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=�	4�����,�#�( L� �04�I�
=� 	4�# �� B
 �� 	ह��� B� �2 6�	�� 	��� =�� ; �# ���# 
	4�� ह5���S��� ह� L� �0���6ह� �� \�/�� �# 	4�# )�
# ��#6 �. ��4*�
. L� 	�z. �# 
�0,� �#��# ��B
 �� ���� ह��� �.*# 	��# ह08 ह� ; �ह�� ���. �#� L� 8H��#� W2� 4��. 
ह�,�#	�
 �039¦� �ह ह� 	� �0���6ह� �#  	�8 >4 �� 
 �� �
� �# L� 
 	�z. �# ��Y 
�#��# ��B
 ह� ; �ह���,�0���6ह� �. :�� 	�6#D��8� ह� ; 
���-1 Jह�0���
 �� �� �# �/� 
8Sr	�� ���� ���S 
���� �2 ���� ह�,
���-2 Jह�0���
 �2 �0	*��
� �#  ��� �0���6ह� �� �# 
h���� =#ह�� �5�� ���� ह�,
���-3 Jह�0���
 �2 ��4�� �#  ��� �# h���� >�_ �#  	���ह. ���Y ���� 
ह� ; 8� =��� �# ��-�� ह4�� 	���ह. >�_ �2 ह�,�#	�
 �ह >4 �� �#��# ��B
 �# 
हZ 40/� ह� ; 
�#�. �#��# ��X. 4. �# ����
� ह� 	� )=�# �D� 4� >� �4S ���0� ��2 �� �#ह���
. �� �#  
�0���6ह� �� 	�z. L� �
� �# 4�/ �2 L� 4� �� B�# 
 4�/2,049 4�H6
 �# ह��0/ ह��# 
ह08 =�	4����� �� B�#�HW	I�# 6
 �� �# ,B�#�HW� W2� 4� 049 �� L� ����. 4=ह 4��. 
ह�,>� B�#�HW� W#
 :��� �2  ;  

 
 >� �#  B� 	�*#�� �� �� ����
 ���� ह�� ;  

PROF. M. SANKARALINGAM (Tamil Nadu): Sir, because of the 

shortage of time, I would like to bring only one or two points to the notice of 

the hon. Railway Minister. 

Sir, Kanyakumari was linked to the national railway network only in the 

year 1979. Even after that the railway infrastructural facilities in the 

Kanyakumari region have not developed on expected lines. Still there is 

inadequate infrastructure to handle more tains to and from Kanyakumari or 

Nagarcoil. This point has been highlighted again and again by me and by my 

other colleagues at various fora. Finaly Rs. 4.72 crores were sanctioned 

against the demand of Rs. 7.72 crores for improving the railway facilities at 

Nagarcoil To improve the railway lines a tender was called for in December 

1999. The tender was opened on 24th January, 2000, but till now no final 

decision over it has been taken. As a result no work has been undertaken. I 

would request the hon. Minister to find out the cause of the delay and ensure 

that the work on it is started without any further delay. 

To ensure starting of more trains in addition to the existing ones, it is 

very essential to augment the mechanical facilities and strengthen the traffic 

network. This aspect till now has been neglected. I, therefore, request the 

hon. Minister to concentrate on this aspect. 
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While going through the Budget provisions for the last three years, I 

notice that while the Budget estimates are announced, the sanctioned amount 

has always been inadequate even to start the work. For example, on the 

Bangalore.Satyamangalam line, Rs. 225 crores was shown as Budget 

estimate during the year 1997, but the actual expenditure till now is only Rs. 

2/- crores. The provision for this year is only Rs. 10 lakhs, which is just a token 

amount, not enough even to start the work. That means the work is not going 

to be taken up in the near future. 

Similarly, for Tirumallai-Velachari Phase-II, Rs. 732.62 crores were 

allotted, but only Rs. 176 crores were spent. For Kurur-Salem project, Rs. 225 

crores were allocated, but only Rs. 35.18 crores have been spent on it till now. 

For the year 2000-01, only Rs. 10 crores have been provided, leaving a 

balance of Rs. 180 crores. This would not take us anywhere near starting the 

work. 

For the TriQhi-Manamadurai project, the Budget provision for this year is 

Rs. 175 crores and onfy Rs.7/-crores have been spent till now. Similarly for Ihe 

Kurur-Salem broad-gauge ;new route, it was projected to have land acquisition 

work in three districts during 1997 at an estimated cost of Rs. 135 crores. This 

amount escdated to Rs. 156 crores. This year's allotment for the project is Rs. 

50 crores onfy. This type of slackness while allocating the funds and then 

draggmg the feet would not lead us near the achievement of our goal. I will 

finish within two or three minutes. That is why I am rushing. Even then, I want 

to bring to the notice of the hon. Minister one practice that is prevalent in 

Japan. I have read this matter in one journal from Japan. There, an express 

train reached its destination half an hour late. At that time, an announcement 

was made there that we regret to inform the passengers that this express train 

is late by 30 mintues and we treat it not as an express train but an ordinary 

train. So, the extra fare collected for the express train is refundable. You can 

coDect the excess amount within one week at any railway counter of that 

region. That is the achievement made in other countries, and the tune of 

working is exhibited by this gesture. When will we come up to this mark? I am 

from Kanyakumari. From Kanyakumari to Chennai, which is our State capital, 

we have to travel for 16 hours, covering over 700 kms. We start from there at 

3.20 or 4 o' clock and we reach only the next day at eight o' clock. That too is 

not sure whether we will reach by eight o'clock or not. If we reach by eight o' 

clock, that is our good fortune.  Mostly, wc are delayed. So, this 
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kind of delay should be avoided, and il" that delay is maintained, tlwt trau i has 

to be treated as an ordinary train, not an express or super-express train. So, I 

request the hon. Minister, who is \ery energetic and young, to look into all 

these matters to improve the punctuality of trains II some infrastructural 

facilities have to be provided immediately, and if the sources have to be found 

out, we will all cooperate with you. With these words, I conclude. 

I will finish within two or three minutes. That is why I am rushing. Even 

then, I want to bring to the notice of the hon Minister one practice that is 

prevalent in Japan. 1 have read this matter in one journal from Japan. There, 

an express train reached its destination half an hour late. At that time, an 

announcement was made there that "we regret to inform the passengers that 

this express train is late by 30 minutes and we treat it not as an express train 

but an ordinary train So, the extra fare collected for the express train is 

refundable. You can collect the excess amount within one week at any railway 

counter of that region " That is the achievement made in other countries, and 

the tune of working is exhibited by this gesture. When will we come up to this 

mark? I am from Kanyakumari. From Kanyakumari to Chennai, which is our 

State capital, we have to travel for 16 hours, covering over 700 kms. We start 

from there at 3.20 or 4 o' clock and we reach only the next day at eight o' 

clock. That too is not sure whether we will reach by eight o'clock or not. If -we 

reach by eight o' clock, that is our good fortune. Mosth', we are dela^'ed. So, 

this kind of delay should be avoided, and if that delay is maintained, that train 

has to be treated as an ordinary train, not an express or super-express train. 

So, 1 request the hon. Minister, who is very energetic and young, to look into 

all these matters to improve the punctuality of trains. If some infrastructural 

facilities have to be provided immediately, and if the sources have to be found 

out, we will all cooperate with you With these words, i conclude. 
 
 �� ��.6�.��H(1I� ���)): *@���� ���3�m�E �ह��� ; �ह���,�#��# 	�	
�S� 
�� 4� �6��� B� ��
 �2 	�� �ह. ह�,�� 3. ��. �2 ह. ह�� B� >6� �#  ��� 	� �4S �2 ���� ��. 
��# ह08 3. �@ह7
# 4
�� �� ,��� �� ह� ; �� :�ह�� ह�� 	� )
0��	:� 4�	� �#  4� ���:��. 
�#��# �2 ह�,�5�# �� ���#  ���:�	��7 �. ���G� ह��. ह�, �
�. �0
��Y ��
# �#  	�8 ��Y ��#6� 
�5� ह�
� :�	ह8 ; ��Y ���:��. �G�# )��# �� ����� �/� �ह�� ह�,��Y S�_
#S ह� =�� ह� �� 
	��. �. ��6
 �. Bl�0 
हZ ह0Y ह� ; B� ���� �#  �ह0� �# 	�4 ह� 4� >��#  	���S��2S �2 ह��# ह� ; 
�
�. �हZ �0
��Y 
हZ ह��. ह�  
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L� �# B*�-�*� 3S��# �ह�# ह� ; �
�. E��� @������ �2 4�
# �. 3. 
हZ ह��. ह� ; B�	�8 
�
�. �0
��Y �#  	�8 ��Y ��#6� �5� ह�
� :�	ह8 	4��2 �#��# ���:�	��7 �. �0
��Y ह� ; 
���w� �# 4� )
0��	:� 4�	�,4
4�	� �#  ���:��. ह� �
�#  ��� ���6
 �2 �/� )@��� ह��� 
ह� ; 4� ��= >I.��� �. ��.E� �2 �5(�# ह�,�# ��� 3. ह� 4��# ह�, �#	�
 �
�� ��B�� �2 I# � �� 
	��� 4��� ह� L� �# �# � �.�.�. �2 ���S 
हZ �� ���# ह� ; g�# 4� 4#
0)
 �# � ह�,�
�2 )�\� 
S#�2S ह��� ह�,�# ���� �� )�.� ���# ह�,�#	�
 �
�. �0
��Y 
हZ ह��. ह� ; �# ��A�# ह� 	� 

#6
� ��.6
 I�� 65v�c� ���S 8�� 65v�c� W�B}� �ह0� )�\� ह�,4� �#��# ��.6
 �
� ह� 
�ह �ह0� )�\� ह� L� �# �ह�� 4��# ह�,�ह�� �# ��B�#H6@� ��y ���# ह� �#	�
 �# ��B�#H6@� 
BG��.�2S 
हZ ह��. ह� ; �� ��

.� ��X. 4. �# �ह 3. 	
�#�
 �i� =� 	� B� ���� �. 4� 
��B�#H6@� ह��. ह� �# BG��.�2S ह�
. :�	ह8 ; �
�. 4� ���G� ह� �
�. �0
��Y �#  	�8 	�6#D 
m��
 	��� 4��# ; 4ह�� �� 65v�c� ���S �� �#�� ��� �� 4� �5�#Å�� ह�,	4
�#  ���#  �2 ह���# 
���. 
# �ह� �� 	� 4� ��= ��ह� �#�� �#  	�8 4��# ह� �� ह����S �#  ��� 4��# ह�....; H�7 
 
�#��# 8� ��56� �#�� �5 �#4 �� 4�/�� �
�� 	�����. �� �� 	�}�# �0ह5�� ���8 ��	� �# �. 
W5�J�= �. ह5	�S �# 3. �:2 L� 4� ��= =�.� ह�,�
�� �#��� �2 4#� �2 3. 
 4�
� �/# ��� 
�
�� 4r� 3. 	��#-45�# ���: �# ��� ह4�� L� )@� ����  ��� Y6� ह08 ह� ; ��X. 4. �#  ��� 
��=���#6 �. 4� �r�� ह�-���� 	���*. �E �#  ��= �
�� g�.	68S �� �ह# ह�-�039¦� ह� 	� 
8
.�..8.�#  ��= �
�. 4� �6��� �. 4� �ह. ह�,���� �ह. 
हZ ��A �ह# ह�,B�	�8 ���� 
	���* �� �ह# ह� ; :�ह# ��=�� ह�, 	�ह�� ह�,�o� ��#6 ह�,�
9S� ह�-ह� :�ह�# ह� 	� 4� ह���# 
�#6 �. �.��8� ह�,4� ��� �#  �S#�� ह�,�ह�� �ह
# ���# ��=7 �#  	�8 >
# 4�
# �. �0	�*� �#  	�8 
ह���# �#��# �2 �0*�� ह�
� :�	ह8,�
�� >
#-4�
# �#  	�8 �0	�*�8� �#
. ह7=. ; B��#  )	�	�U �� 
:�ह�� ह�� 	� B�
# �/# �#6 �2 8� �#6�S
 �0	�*� 3. ह�
. :�	ह8 ��	� 4� ��= )�
# �#6 �2 
�l�.� �# �#�� �@�� �0 ���. �� 4� ��2 ,��=�� �# �#�� ��� ��<� �� 4� ��2  ; B�. �#  ��� 
�� �ह 3. �ह
� :�ह�� ह��Á  � 4� gH�.���� ह��# ह�-�#��# �#  )�
# हr�	�Sc� 
हZ ह5,g��4��. 
�5 	�4 
हZ ह�,gG���2� 
हZ ह�,g�. ���	� �2 ��= 4
�� हr�	�S� �2 :�# 4��# ह� ; 4� ��= 
	�4^�� ह��# ह�,�
�. �� �#3�� ह� 4��. ह� �#	�
 4� ��= 4
�� 	�}�# �2 ह��# ह�,�
 ��=7 �. 
�/. ��#E� ह��. ह� ; ��0�� �2 	�\�# ��� 8� gH�.�2S ह0> �� ; �ह�� ��=7 �. B�
. ��#E� ह0Y 
	� �
�� 8� ��*��1 )����� �2 ��� 	��� =�� L� ���� T.�# .���#  	��.� �� 	��� 
=��,��Y �� ��� �2 (.� ह0>,��Y �#~ ��� �2 (.� ह0> ; �� :�ह�� ह�� 	� �#��# �� ��Y 
B��4��. I� � �5���  
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��
� :�	ह8 L� g�# ��=7 ��-4� ��= 	�4��6
 
हZ ��� ���# ह�,4� 	��S �2 
हZ > ���# ह� 
�#	�
 	I� 3. �ह >��#  �5�24�� ह��# ह� –They should get some help from the Railway 
Department . It is my humble request to the Railway Minister. 4ह�� �� �5	��� �0	�*�8� 
ह�,�� 4ह�� �� ��b6���BQ#6
 eI �#��# �b�	�4 �. 4� gH�W� �b�	�Q ह�,���2 ��

.� 
��X. 4. 
# ��I. ��:� ह� ; B� ����* �2 �0A# B�
� ह. �ह
� ह� 	� 4� ��b6���BQ#6
 ह� �ह� 
ह5,���2 L��	=� 	6E� �	6E1 �# @u, ����Á� �# @u,��:�� ^����� >	� �� 3. m��
 �2 �
� 
:�	ह8 ; �#��# �#SIr��  �2 	�I�  =�
��2S �#  8�.S..�..��� L� �..�..T.�
 �ह# ह� ; �� :�ह�� ह��-
>��#  	�3�= �#  	�S���� ��= ह��# ह�,65v�c� ���S L� 65v�c� W�B}� �#  ��=  
 
   [1$�'	:�; (�� �%��) $=��� ) $�K	��� ह%6 ] 
 ह��# ह�,T�� g4 ह��# ह�->� T�� 84 �� �..�..T., 8�.S..�.. ��
# �. �0	�*�  
�2 ; ���� �ह�� �� 4� �0��
2 ह��. ह�,�@हZ �2 �ह > 4�8�=# ; B� ��1 �# 4� ह�
# ��\� �� ��� 
�=� 	� �#��# �S#6
 �2 �/. �r�� >�. ह� ; 4..8�.�#.��\� �� �ह �ह�# ह� 	� ह���#  �ह�� 24 घ�S# 
�. �b�� �.,�..T.�. 
हZ ह� ���. ; ह� �� �# S�B� �2 �ह�# ह�,�..8�� S..�� >��. >�� 
ह�,�ह ���� ह�c� ���� ह� ; why should only the P &T? Why shound not the Railways? 
�#��# ����B� ��#,�#��# �..�..T.)�
# ��=7 �� �0ह5�� ��#-�ह �� �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� ; 4ह�� �� 
�#��# �. ��� �� ���� ह�,�� �� �#/ �=�
# �. ��=7 
# ���ह �. ; �ह �� >� )�
# 	ह��� �# 
�#2=. 	� 	�� ���� �# ���� ���= g{.�c:�� ��� �� 6rJ�= )��� ���S#6
 �#  	�8 ��
� 
ह� ; �� :�ह�� ह�� 	� 4� ��# )
0��	:� 4�	� L� 4
4�	� �� 	��# 4��# ह�,�ह 	���B� ���#  
�
�� 	��# 4�8� ; �Y 4=ह �� �
�# \.
 	�8 =�# ह�,�ह �/# �0 �. ��� ह� ; B@हZ 6}�7 �#  
��� 8� ��� L� �� �ह
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� ���� �2 ��=7 �#  g�# �Y �# 	�Q �/# ह08 ह� 	4
�. 
�0
��Y 
हZ ह� �ह. ह� ; 4ह�� �� 65v�c� ���S �#  ��= ह�,�# h���� �.	/� ह� ; �� >6� ���� ह�� 
	� ��X. �ह���� B��2 )�l� m��
 �2=. ; ��56� �5 �#4 �#  ���#  �2 4� ह���# ��

.� ���� 
# 
�ह� ��-�4��� �5 	��� �#  	�8 ��*��1 ��X. 	�}�# 4�/# 4�8� :��	� h���� �#�2 
हZ :��Y 4� 
���. ह� ; �#� �#  �G��S��2S ��*��1 	�{. �� :��8 4�8�, 	�����. �� �� :��8 4�8� ; B��# 
>��� 3. ��3 ह�=�,��	X�7 �� 3. ��3 ह�=� ; *@���� ;  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): Shrimati Bimba 

Raikar.  Please be very brief. 
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Mr. Vice-Chairman, originaUy it was stated 

that it would go up to 7 o'clock. I don't come in her way. Let her speak. 

...(Interruptions).... I am not coming in hei way. Let her complete. But please 

see to it that it is completed by 1 a'clock and the Minister replies. Otherwise, it 

will look odd thaS Membeis are speaking and leaving the House. When the 

Minister replies, there should be, ast least, the minimum number of persons in 

the House.  This is my request. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): I have the names 

of four or five speakers before me. I request the Members to be brief, or, I will 

request the leaders to short- list them. 

SHRIMATI BIMBA RAIKAR (Karnataka); Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, I 

would like to bring to the notice of our hon. Railway Minister a few aspects 

regarding the Karnataka Express. Madam, the Karnataka Express runs from 

Delhi to Bangalore and from Bangalore to Delhi. The distance is more than 

2000 miles. It is nearly a 42 hours journey. But I am sorry to say that the food 

supplied in the train is so bad that it is unable for me to express. As a 

housewife, I would like to give a certificate to those people who prepare this 

kind of tasteless food. Generally, a certificate is given to persons who prepare 

tasty food. As you know, the Karnataka people are very fond of eating tasty or 

good food. So, I would suggest that the food which is supplied in the 

Karnataka Express should be of good quality, keeping in view the taste of the 

Karnataka people. The breakfast which is served is also not good. And what is 

it? It is only suji boiled in water with two pieces of chilly. It cannot be called 

Upma. In the breakfast, puris are also served, but nobody eats those puris and 

everybody throws out the packets. It would be better if instead of puri, 

sufficient rice with a good sambar and a little of pickle is served.  Then the 

Karnataka people wiU feel happy. 

AN HON. MEMBER; Madam, you are thinking onfy about the Karnataka 

people, you should also think about rest of the people. 

SHRIMATI BIMBA RAIKAR; Besides, the non-vegetarian food which is 

supplied in the Karnataka Express is so bad that it would be better if it is 

stopped completely. I would also like to say that the canteens and the kitchens 

are so unhygienic that we do not like to take food from the Railways. 

Now, Madam, my next point is regarding medical facilities. Medical 

facility is a must on the trains. There could be a pregnant woman or a heart 

patient travelling by train.   I request that a doctor or a para-medical nurse 
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must be there to provide immediate help; otherwise it would be very difficult 

for such people to travel such a long distance. I would also like to point out 

that, nowadays, beggars and vendors have become a nuisance in the trains. I 

am not speaking about the Rajdhani Express, but I am speaking of an 

ordinary train. I am a newly-elected MP. I have not travelled by the Rajdhani 

Express. I have always travelled by an ordinary train. I can understand the 

poverty problem and we cannot say that there shouki be no beggars. But 

begging has become a profession in the trains. Please put a stop to this 

problem. When the train is running continuously for 42 hours, I feel that at 

least once or twice, cleaning of the railway compartments or of the toilets 

should be done; otherwise it becomes very difficult. The last thing that I would 

like to bring to the notice of the hon. Railway Minister is regarding TTEs. 

Actually, an auction of berth takes place in the Railways. Whenever we 

require a berth, we have to shell out at least Rs.200/- or Rs.300/- to get a 

berth; otherwise, they say that berths are not available. And even if the berths 

are available, they are sold like that. So, keeping all these things in your mind, 

, I hope, as a woman, you will give special attention to these aspects.  Thank 

you. 
 
 *�� M 4N�%� �)��(4G�� 8�� �l�.�): :#���5
 ��ह�,8��	�86
 	�� �� ��I. �5� 
ह�	�� ����� ह� �ह� ह�  ; �ह0� )�\� �5�2� �4S �#6 	��� ह� ���� 4. ; �#��# 	��S� 4� 
ह���#  �#6 �2 ह� �ह �0	
�� �2 ���# �#ह��.
 ��
� =�� ह� ; �ह ���#  �0c� �� ���.ह �#  ��
7 �. 
��ह,���� �#  ��
7 �. ��ह 4�/�� ह� ; L� ह� ��4 ���/7 B���
7 �� )�
. ��	4� �� 
�ह0 �:��� ह� L� �#6 �� ह��� �2 ��� ह� ; �4S �� �#�� �� �#��# ��X. 4. �� �0������� 
�#
� :�ह�� ह�� 	� �@ह7
# �/� ह. �5�2� �4S �#6 	��� ह� ; )�\# 	
6�
# �0���� 	��#,)�\# F��#  
	�8,)� B��2 ��= 3�
# �� ���� ह� ; �#	�
 ��= 3�� 4��� ह� 4� �4S h���� ह� �� ह� ���S� 
��2=# 	� 4� �4S 	��� =�� ह� ���# 3. h���� �5�� 	��# ��	� �# B�G��2S#6
 �2 �#4. �# ��� 
>=# �~� ��#  ; �� B� 	��	��# �2 H�7	� �# �ह0� �#ह�
. ह� L� �/# �ह��0� हw������ ह� 
B�	�8 B
�. 
Q� �� 8� 6#� ���� ह��,���� 4. �. 
Q�:  
 
 ”��� ह. B���
 �. �ह:�
 ह�,�#	8 �5��� �� ���.� �#”  
 
 4ह�� �� �� �� �2W#S �i� =� S�B� ��/� ह� 4G��-�l�.� �. 	����� �� ���� ह� ; 
4G��-�l�.� �. 	����� �2 �0 ��� 
# ��# �ह�/. 	����� �
��� ह5 �#	�
 �� �ह�/.  

*Transliteration  of 'he speech   in Persian   Script  is available in  the Hindi 
version  of the Debate. 
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	����� �� �#6 �#  ��� 4�/
# �2 	�\�# �:�� ��� �2 	��. ����� 
# �.	����. m��
 
हZ 
	��� ; >Q��. �# �ह�# 8� ����� ��,	4� ����# �� ��� �2 
#6
� ह�Y-�# �2 �� �S� �� 	��� =�� 
; �ह ����� ��� �2 8� �ह.
# �2 �� 	�
 �0 ���. �w� �� ��� �ह�� ह� ; �I�   L� ��	�6 �2 �� 
�ह.
7 ��� �ह�� ह� ; ���#  �0����# �2 �0��
. 
0=I ��� �� ह�Y-�# ह�� �2 	��� =�� ; ���/7 
i��� :� 	��� =�� �#	�
 �� ��� �# �ह 3. ��� ह� ; ह�2 ����� 
हZ  H�7 ��� ह� ? B��#  
)���� ��I# � W�����S� �#  	��	��# �2 �
9S� �# �l�.� �� �� 8� �ह0� )�\� ��4#HS 
B@ह7
# ह�� �2 	��� ह� ; B��� 12000 ���/ i��# �# h���� �� �4S ह� ; B� �� ��� 60i 
ह0>,B��. �� ���ह
� ���� ह�� �#	�
 H�� ह. )�\� ह��� 	� 4� �ह ��� �
9S� �2 60i ह0> 
�� ��B��S#	
���. �l�.� �2 3. �� �#�# ��	� �ह�� �#  ��=7 �� 3. �0 \ �G�.� ��*�. ;  
 
 4ह�� �� �#ह-�x� �� ��z0� ह� �ह ���# �0c� �# \ह �ह.
# �S� �ह�� ह� ��� �ह�� 
�I�  �ह�. ह� ; ह� �*�
 ��X. 
# �ह�� 
04.� S
� �#  	�8 ��� ���8,�4S ��4�� 	�8 �#	�
 >4 
�� ��� 
हZ ह� ��� ; B� 	��	��# �2 �	� ���	=� �. 4�= �I�  �#  �w�� �2 ह��. �� B��� 
	�4cS �0 \ L� ह. ह��� L� �0c� �� ���� ��9l� ��
� �/�� ; >4 �# 8� ह��� �ह�# ह� 
ह5��
 ह� 	� 4� B�S�
#6
� 8����S� ह� �
�. BG����2S, ���.� ��
# �#  	�8 �ह0� ���# 8������� 
	�8 =8 ह� �#	�
 f.
=� �� 8����S� B� �U 3. \�/ 	��� =�� ह� ; �# ���� 	�=
� H�� 4� 
�ह# ह�? ह���# �ह�� ��-B�	��
 ���0�#6
 �� B��# �/. ������. ह��. ह� ; L� 8�S. B�	��� I���� 
B��� BH���8S ���. ह� ; �� ���# ह��� �# =04�	�6 �i� =� 	� �� ��I �� m��
 �2 ��
� 
ह���� B� 	��� �#  ह� 	� �4�� �#ह��. �#  	�=/ ���# ह� ;  
 
 4ह�� �� �#��# �� ��z0� ह� >4 �# �t.� ��� �ह�# B�	��� 4. �#  4��
# �2 4G�� �# 
�*��0� �� �#� �� ��� 60i ह0> �� ; �� �U �ह� =�� �� 	� ���: ��� �#  )��� �ह 
�0�G�� ह� 4�8=� ����0 >4 �.� ��� =04� 4�
# �#  ��� 3. 	�I�  �� 	����.S� �� �� �.� 
�� W5� �
 ���� ह� ; )=� �\0 8 �. ��ह �ह. ����� �ह. �� B�# ���� ��
# �#  	�8 ��. :�	ह8 ; 
4ह�� �� ��  ��� �ह�# �� ��z0� ह� �� �U �#  �*�
 ��X., �� �U �#  �#��# ��X. 
# 2500 
���/ i��# �� �#��# �4S 4G�� �# �#�� �������� �� �. �#��# ��B
 �#  	�8 ��� 	��� ; 
�
�#  ��� �#  ��-�.
 �*�
 ��X. >8 �@ह7
# �/#-�/# ������ �# �ह�� �/#-�/# �C�� 
�=��8,)�
# 
�� 0���8,4��# ����8,��	���� �4��Y,
��#  �=��8 �#	�
 ह5��
. �. ��� �ह 
ह5 	� >4 �� 8� ���. 3. �� �� 
हZ �(��� =�� ; 4� 8�S.-B�	��
 I���� ह� �# ��
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SHRI R.S. GAVAI (Maharashtra); Sir, because of the constraint of time, I 

don't want to make a sjjeech. I will put my suggestions in the form of demands. 

But, as a mattei- of courtesy, I would first congratulate the Railway Minister, 

Ms. Mamta Banerjee, that in the history of our independence, she is the first 

woman heading the Ministry of Railways. I can say that this is the first time 

that a lady Minister has presented the Railway Budget in both Houses of 

Parliament. I do believe in the philosophy which recognises the dignity of 

women. I, personally, feel that it is my bounden duty to congiatulate her. It is a 

good coincidence that she has played a very important role in politics. She is 

wel^known as a good fighter, fighting against injustice, whatsoever, in 

theRa^ays as well 

The Indian Railways has its own identity in our nation. It is a symbol 

of the integrity of our nation. It runs from East to West, from North to 

South, integrating the whole nation on the principles of equality and 

fraternity, irrespective of caste, creed, sex, religion or place of birth. So, it 

is a good fortune to be a Minister of such an important institution, namely, 

the Railways. ,   , 

Sir, I want co touch upon the local.problems in Maharashtra. It is 

because of lack of planning that we are not able to implement many projects. 

There are maiiy backward areas where the Railways need to give priority. In 

this connection., I would mention about the delay in the completion ef the 

Konkan Railway Project. Secondty, it is about Narkhed-An'aravat? railway lir.e 

which runs for 138 kms. I expect that this railway line will be completed as 

perschedule. 

-^ The development plan for Navi Mumbai approved by the State Government 

provides for a network of commuter railway system consisting of six railway 

corridors of 160 knis. aggregate length with thirty railway stations located on 

these corridors. The six railway corridors are as under:- 

*Traasliteration of the speech in Persian Script is available in the Hindi version 

of the Debate. 
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1. Mankhurd-Belapur Panvel 29 kms. 

(i) Mankhurd-Belapur (Completed) 18 kms. 

(ii)         Belapur-Panvel (In progress) 11 kms. 

2. Thane-Turbhe-Nerul and Vashi (In progress) 23 

kms. 

Nerul and Belapur Urban (In progress) 27 

kms. 

3. Ring Railway 15 kms. 

4. Mansarovar-Taloja 11 kms. 

5. Kalwa-Juinagar-Nerul 23 kms. 

6. Panvel-Urban 32 kms. 

I promise, Sir, that I do not want to make a speech.  I have concluded. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA (West Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 

I am also not in a mood to make any speech. I have only certain suggestions, 

and certain apprehensions which I want the hon. Railway Minister to clear. But 

before I start enquiring about those or giving my comments, I must express my 

gratitude to the hon. Members who are still left in the House. I personally feel -

I may be corrected if I am wrong - that in the Indian railways the goods traffic 

and the excessive amount of demurrage that the railways have to pay in the 

settlement of cases relating to goods being lost during transit, is eating away 

the revenue of the Railways. There is no mention of how the pilferage and 

other problems relating to goods traffic are going to be taken care of in the 

days to come. I am also given to understand that even some renowned road 

carriers book the goods and shift those goods to the Railways since railways 

are charging much cheaper rates for carrying the goods. Thereby, some 

pilferage takes place and the Railways have to pay a huge amount in 

settlement of cases relating to pilferage. I am sure the hon. Minister will also 

agree with me that the revenue generation is a problem for the Railways. I 

once again repeat that since the adoption of the new economic policy right 

from 1991, since the adoption of the policy of liberalisation, privatisation and 

globalisation, subsidies are being withdrawn perpetually, even in the most 

important sectors and, Sir, Railways is the most important sector so far as 

public 
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transport is concerned. I am also given to understand that the hon. Rai]« ay 

Minister is fighting against this revenue crunch in the Railwa\ s. I am of the 

opinion that the subsidies in the Railways must not be withdrawn in any way. 

Rather, in certain cases the subsidies should be increased. There is another 

point that I would like to bring to the notice of the hon. Railway Minister. Once 

again, I say that I am convinced that the hon. Railway Minister is personally 

against privatisation. But I doubt whether she would be able to fight out the 

bureaucratic stranglehold. Particularly, when I asked a question some days 

back regarding the track maintenance, whether track maintenance was being 

given to the private parties, the hon. Minister of State for Railways, Shri 

Digvijay Singh, replied in the affirmative, even though he told that only a small 

part of it has been given to the private party. So, privatisation has started. I will 

seek clarification from the hon. Railway Minister how far this privatisation is 

going to be tolerated by her or by the country as such because, I believe, 

restructuring does not mean doing away with the Government property or 

down-sizing the employment or the work-force complement. 

But it has happened so in the Railways. Even though the present 

Railway Minister is not responsible for that, but the fact is that it has happened 

for regional considerations or otherwise or for generating some gimmicks. 

Some projects have been flagged off without ensuring Budgetary allocation for 

them. It was only to satisfy the so-called popular demands such things have 

happened. Those could not be completed. I remember, some years back, the 

then Finance Minister, perhaps, Shri Pranab Mukherjee, told that if all the 

projects are to be completed, perhaps, the entire allocation of 3-4 Five Year 

Plan is to be used for only Railways. I am sure that the present Railway 

Minister will kindly take care of the problems. The projects already flagged off 

should be completed. At the same time, before flagging off some new projects, 

resources are to be mobilised. 

I shall be failing in my responsibility if I do not mention about long-

pending projects of West Bengal. Some years back, when Shri Jaffer Sharief 

was the Railway Minister, I remember, for one project, only Rs. 1 lakh was 

allocated. Projects are still pending. I am sure, the present Railway Minister 

will take care of that. 

Another problem is that the Railway workshops in many places are not 

up to the mark. The upgradations have not taken place. Such are not being 
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done. Even in West Bengal, workshops like Kanchrapara and Liluah are not 

accomplished property. I would request the Railway Minister to have a 

wholesome approach and see to it that these workshops are upgraded and 

newer technologies are used for the best interests of the Railways as well as 

for the country. 

Another question I just want to raise is about the Konkan Railways. It is a 

glamorous rail. But I am given to understand that students are not allowed to 

enjoy the concession facility. In Goa, many institutions have started operating. 

Students from all over the country go to Goa to attend courses, in those 

institutions. They are not allowed any concession in the Konkan Railways. I do 

not know whether it is governed by the present Railway Minister or the 

Railway Ministry. Some measures shouki be taken so that students get 

concessions.  Thank you, very much. 

SHRIMATI VANGA GEETHA (Andhra Pradesh): Thank you, Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir. I would like to appreciate the hon. Minister, Mamtaji, for being 

an efficient Minister. I am also proud that she betongs to the women 

community and I congratulate her for being the first woman Railway Minister. 

Sir, in Andhra Pradesh, especially in Telangana area, many people are 

deprived of the railway facility. There are still some places where there are" no 

rail facilities even after so many years of Independence. Sir, the passengers 

are suffering due to lack of proper neatness and cleanliness. Another general 

complaint about the Railways is, trains are rurming late for hours together. This 

also should be rectified. Railway stations and platforms should be properly 

maintained. 

Sir, I wouU like to bring to your notice one of the more important points. 

Goods sent through the Railways are not safe. They are either pilfered or are 

stolen by the time they reach their destmation. They reach in a damaged state 

also and no proper response is available from the Railway authorities. 

Sir, rail accidents have occurred particularly at unmarmed level 

crossings due to lack of proper maintenance and care. 

I request that proper steps should be taken for the maintenance of 

unmanned level crossings. Lastfy, I request, through you. Sir, the Railway 

Minister that being a woman she should introduce 33 per cent nomination 
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  for women on the Railway Board.   There should be adequate reservation for 

"women in recruitment and employment.   I request the hon. Minister to take 

proper steps in this regard.  Thank yoti. 

              KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, on behalf of 

the Indian Railways family, I convey my heartiest regards to the hon. Members 

who have raised very important and potential points and have given their 

valuable suggestions for the Railways. Sir, it is a fact that population is 

increasing day by day. The railway network is the lifeline of the coiintry and it is 

the main communication of the country. The Railways are a gateway of 

national integrity of our country 

Sir. It IS a tact that sometimes some projects are taken up without 

clearance or without approval or without planning, etc. Here the Railways are 

having some problems. It is also a fact that the Indian Railways are the 

second largest railway in the world. Every day we are running about 12,000 

trains, mcluding goods trains. Sir, we have 7,000 stations. We have also 

62,800 route kilometres in the Indian Railways.    Sir, the hon. Members 

- have raised the point that our budgetary support has come down from 75 to 18 

per cent. This time we have increased it to 35 per cent. When I became the 

Railway Minister from my side I felt that my priority should be safety and 

security.      Unfortunately, the Safety Review Committee has 

• recommended Rs.50,000 crores for providing safety measures on the Indian 

Railways. Moreover, this year is a crisis year for the Indian Railways because 

everything has become old. Sir, even human beings carmot have the same life 

as they were having when they were students or in their youth. Likewise, the 

Indian Railways is passing through such a phase where we need to replace 

tracks, under-bridges and so many other things. Sir, they need replacement 

and they need modernisation. Sir, it is very easy to compare us with Japan 

and Germany. But can we compare the Indian Railways in terms of budgetary 

support that Japan and Germany are getting? Sir, we had a railway accident 

Gaisal accident. After that there was a similar railway accident in Britain. Sir, if 

we count the money in terms of Indian currency which they got, it comes to 

about Rs.21,000 crores; this was the money provided to the &itish Railways. It 

is a privatised railway. It is not a Government railway. In the Indian Railways 

we are facing an acute problem because this year due to the 

recommendations of the Fifth Pay Commission we paid at least Rs.6000 

crores.   Sir, I appreciate the point raised by the hon. Member from Jammu 
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and Kashmir. The project he mentioned was inaugurated by Devef Oowdaji:' 

This project was taken up without clearance. Then he said that the mohe^ 

would come from the Planning Cbmmissioh and not from the Railways; This 

time also I have provided Rs. 100 crores from the Railways. I wentfb'-Jammu 

and I felt that they needed' some special help from the Planning Commission 

and from other sources also. It has been said that the North-Eastern Region 

has been deprived. But it is also a fact that the movement of essential 

commodities the North-Eastem Region has increased in the range of 30:70 

over the last year Which helped in controlling the price line. We have increased 

the supply of foodgrains also, Sir, for the North-Eastern Region earlier the 

budgetary provision was Rs.202 crores. This year we have increased it to 

Rs.229:40 crores because we know these are hilly, tribal and backward areas.      

So, they need more help from the Railways. That is why we-willf discuss 

this issue with the Planning Commission request the Planning Commission as 

well as the Prime Minister to be sympathetic towards the North-East I will 

convey this matter to the Planning Commission and the Prime Minister. With 

regard to Andhra Pradesh, an hon. Member has said "Why have we not been 

given sufficient money?" I want to inform him that last time, the fund provision 

for Andhra Pradesh was Rs. 202 crores, and this time I increased it to Rs. 

246.93 crores, ,It is for the information of the hon. Member. My hon. friend, Mr. 

Misra, the initiator of the discussion, raised an issue that Orissa is deprived of 

funds and that they have not been] given sufficient funds. Sir, last year, the 

allocation to Orissa was Rs crores, and this year we have increased it to Rs. 

268 crores,It present here. Otherwise, I would have enlightened him. It is a fact 

that whenever there is a crisis - maybe, a natural calamity or, maybe, a natural 

disaster - the Railways always carry the social burden and social obligation for 

the people. When the super-cyclone hit Orissa, 1 used to work even during 

nights. We know how we worked. We transported, through our railway, the 

Army personnel, generators, drinking water and all the relief material free of 

cost. Now there is a drought m some parts of Andhra Pradesh, some parts of 

Orissa, Gujarat and Rajasthan. We are also sending there fodder and drinking 

water free of cost. I welcome whatever the hon. Members raise. It is my duty to 

inform the House and it is also a fact that we give so much concession. Within 

the last six months, we gave so many concessions.     We have given 

concessions to the poor people.   I allowed 
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Rs. 15 monthly ticket to the people who are below the poverty line. Is it not an 

achietvement for the Railways tosgive their right to the poor people? We 

allowed this. Now, we have decided that the renewal of themonthly ticket given 

to tIhe people, who are below 'the poverty line, would bee after three months. 

Earlier, concession was given to senior citizens who were 65 years and above. 

Because of that, the women or wives weBC not able to travel with their 

spouse. Now, we have given concession to women who are 60 years and 

above so that they can also travel with their husbands. We also gave 

concession for students. There is a grievance from Uie freedom fighters that 

they are not being allows to travel eitther in Siatabdi or Rajadhani Expresses 

This time we allowed the freedosn fighters to travel one time in a year either in 

Shatabdi or Rajadhani. I am also happy to announce — I think General 

Shankar Roy Chowdhury would also feel very happy because he also spoke to 

me on this - to commemorate the 50th year of our Indian Republic, the 

gallantry awardees, including widows of the posthumous aw ardees, will be 

given a millramium gift of travelling by Rajadhani or Shatabdi trains of their 

choice from any station to any destination and back during the current year. 

We have so many problems, but in spite of those problems, the Railway 

System never sleeps and serves with a smile. It is our dedication. It is the 

biggest employmait-oriented organisation. Sir, we have sixteen lakh 

employees. An hon. Member raised a point whether we are going to privatise 

the Indian Railways. No, not at all. No, not at all. I repeat, no, not at all. A point 

has also been raised whether we are selling the railway lands. No, not at all 

What do we want to do? We wanted to go in for innovative ideas. We wanted 

to exploit the railway lands commercially. We are also going in for laying the 

optic fibre cable for 62,800 kms. On this, we have set up a Task Force. It is in 

the process. You will be happy to know as to what I kept in the Budget for this. 

It is already in the process. We have already short-listed. We have set up the 

Task Force on Optic Fibre Cables, and in this Task Force we have included 

one Member from the Planning Commission, one member from the Finance 

Ministry, one member from the Prime Minister's Office, one member from the 

I.T. Department and one member from the Department of Communications. 

We should not delay it. The work should be completed at the earliest possible 

time. That is why, as far as possible, I do not want to waste time because, 

now, time is very precious. Regarding commercial utilisation of land and air 

space, we have set up a Task Force 
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and that Task Force has submitted its report. The Task Force included the CII, 

the FICCI and the ASSOCHAM. It has submitted its report and, after that, we 

set up our internal Departmental Committee and that Committee is k>oking 

into the matter. The Committee has already identified the lands. I have got a 

Budget provision of Rs. 100 cores for this. We are also going in for marketing 

complexes, modernisation of railways, beautification of stations, model 

stations and also other works where we can earn more money. 

Sir, hon. Members raised certain points regarding unmaimed railway 

crossings. We have allocated Rs. 300 crores for unmanned railway crossings 

and underground bridges. Also, the hon. MPs have been kind enough to give 

Rs. 8.5 lakhs or so from their MPLADS fund for this purpose. MPs' interest in 

this regard is very encouraging. In my supplementary demands also I kept Rs. 

450 crores for unmaimed railway crossings and underground bridges. I took 

up this matter from the very begiiming. This time also, Rs. 300 crores has 

been kept for this purpose. 

I appreciate the concern of the hon. Members about safety and security. 

Sir, security is not in our hands. I will be coming to that later on. But, this time, 

in our budget, we have increased the allocation by 54 per cent for passenger 

amenities. I have kept Rs. 2000 crores for track renewals also. Last year, it 

was Rs. 1,500 crores. It means, it is 37 per cent higher than last year. For 

signal and telecom also, Rs. 425 crores has been kept, which is 29 per cent 

higher than last year. 

Hon. Members raised certain points regarding safety and security. Yes, 

the Safety Review Committee has already recommended Rs. 1500 crores for 

this purpose. We will pursue this matter with the Government. But, at the same 

time, we will try to do whatever is possible, from our budgetary support. We 

have kept provision for security. I have already written 2-3 letters to the Home 

Minister also. In this regard, I convened a meeting also because when I came 

here for Supplementary Demands, Shri Janardhana Pocjary said, "Why do you 

not call a meeting with the GRP, the Home Secretary and the Chief 

Secretary?" After that, I convened a meeting on 15th February. The Home 

Secretary and the GRP attended this meetiag. We have set up a Task Force 

also. The Task Force is going to submit its report. As soon as it submits its 

report, I will pursue it with the Government.    Law and order is a State subject.   

Sir, you will appreciate 
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that railway passes through all the States. But the problem is, as per our 

Constitution we cannot interfere in the matter of law and order because it is 

a State subject.. The GRP is not with us. It is under the States. We pay 

50 per cent to the GRP. But the States also pay 50 per cent to the GRP. 

That is why it is not with us. But I feel for security-and' 

safety...(Interruptions)...  

   DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (West Bengal) : Is it not under you? 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: No, no. It is under the State 

Governments. That is why we have already taken up this matter with the State 

Government officials. You will be happy to know that the Chief Secretary is the 

Chairman of this Task Force. So, once they submit their report, I think, 

Parliament has to decide this matter, that is, security, especially, for the 

Railways. I do not think this should be treated as any political issue. When 

passengers travel by railway, they should get security. That is why my appeal, 

thorough all the Members, to all the State Governments would be that they 

should take special care in this regard. Sir, there are three vulnerable areas. Of 

course, we are also going to strengthen their safety network. The liPF looks 

after the railway property only. That LS why we need a change in the interests 

of our passengers. We should do it together.  1 here is nothing like hide and 

seek.  I think we should do it. 

So far as commercial utilization of railway land is concerned, I have,, 

already made my submission.   

Then, some hon. Members raised certain points regarding the backlog 

vacancies of SC, ST and 013Cs. Sir, if you go through my Budget speech, you 

will see that I have already instructed that the backlog and compassionate-

ground vacancies should be filled as early as possible. 

So far as the joint venture programme is concerned, the States, which 

are coming forward for this programme, are being accepted because we hav& 

to involve the State Governments also. Even the private sector can also take 

up development, but it is within the Railways. 

Then, a point was raised about  the Konkan Railway.   ThLs year also, 

we have given Rs. 300 crorcs to the Konkan Railway.  We have 51 per cent 

equity   and they have 49 pur cent equity in it.   But the maintenance is with 

the Konkan Railway. 
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They look after that. 

Regarding on-line networking and knowing about the real time of the 

trains, the House will be happy to know that the Western Railway has already 

started this. Last week, 1 went to Mumbai, and 1 found that they have 

already started on-line networking, and the passengers will be able to see the 

real time on the computer. This has already been started. 

Regarding optic fibre cable, we will develop our software and also the 

internet. We can connect all the places in the country with each other through 

the telecom system, the signalling system and all the other modem systems.  

This will be a revolution in the Indian Railways. 

Sir, hon. Members raised some questions regarding a foreign tour. Mr. 

Dratin raised the question that a Minister had travelled to a foreign land and 

spent a lot of money. After I became the Minister, I have not gone to any 

foreign land. 

 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI; Ministers must go abroad and see things. What 

is wrong in it? 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: It is okay. But it is for his information. If 

he is having something in his mind, he can bring it to my notice. I will cross-

check it. For his information, I am telling him that I have not gone anywhere. 

Regarding the wagon iodustry, some hon. Member raised some 

valuable points. He mentioned about the rolling stock. There is a provision in 

the Budget. It is already on order. It is 21,000 for wagons. We are giving 

more importance to the public sector. That is why, this time, we are giving 

9,300 to the public sector for its survival. Pending cases are also there.  That 

is why, they will get 11,100 odd this year. 

 

Regarding the BEML and Jessops, we are giving them 12 extra 

coaches, for their survival.   

About passenger amenities, food, catering etc., I have already taken 

note of whatever the hon. Members have mentioned. If any grievance comes 

to us that somebody is not doing his work in a proper manner, we are ready 

to take action against the erring person. The passengers who travel in the 

Indian Railways, should get the proper amenities. If we get a complaint that 

somebody does not supply food or other things, we will 
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examine it. If it is not being done, we have to take proper action against the 

erring person. This is my assurance to the House because I have nothing to 

do with it. Wherever there is a wrong thing, we have to take a very strong 

action on that. 

Regarding imports, some hon. Members mentioned about this. For their 

information, I want to say that I have received a complaint about foreign 

cranes. I gave that to the CBI. 

If anything is going wrong. Railways is the first Department to take action 

on that. 

Yes, it is a fact that I am not satisfied about the overall performance of 

the Indian Railways. But, at the same time, we have to appreciate that 63,000 

people, on an average, die in road accidents every year, which is most 

unfortunate. The train is cheaper. It is pollution-free. It is for the common 

people. It is a fact that there are some trains which have no pantry car. We 

have to build coaches and all other things. In the Railways, it is not that you 

just commit about it today, and tomorrow you will get the coach. We have to 

prepare for it right now. For that also, we need mtmey.  We have to wait for all 

these things. 

So many MPs have requested for introduction of new stoppages and 

new trains. For the information of the House, right now, I have received at least 

900 requests for new stoppages and new trains. Sometimes, we can discuss 

about why a train is running late. Yes, I too appreciate that. But, if you ask for 

stoppage of every train, then, automatically, all the superfast trains will become 

passenger trains. Let the House decide about what is to be done about it. If 

there is a superfast train, I humbly request the hon. Members not to disturb 

that. If there is a passenger train, yes, it can go from every comer to every 

other comer. People give more money to travel by superfast trains.  They want 

to reach their destinations earfy. 

We have to see to it also. 

I feel very bad when somebody says that I should give contract to this 

man or to that man or I should accept this man's or that man's tender. 

Sometimes, you raise the question of punctuality. My point is, you stop making 

these demands. The railway properties are made as a soft target. There is 

buming of trains or railway stations whenever there is anagitation. Even when 

Governments change, the railways are targeted. Railways is not 
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an individual property. It is the public property. We should ensure that we do 

not disturb its set up. We should protect the interests of the railways and its 

employees. I would also appeal not to disturb the working of the Railways. 

Yes, we do have shortcomings. Nobody can provided one hundred per cent 

satisfaction, but we have to improve. This time the Railways had a record 

earning. It has crossed the record of the last 50 ysars. Our target was Rs.425 

crores and we earned Rs.450 crores. This time we carried 350 million tonnes 

of freight - six million tonnes extra. Even our Earnings from the passenger 

traffic have gone up. Somebody said that it was a populist Budget. 

SHRI BRATIN SENGUPTA: It is good that you carried more freight, but 

you should not forget that there is a wide scope for this market. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: We have Aeady announced our new 

freight policy which would target more and more customers. This is the signal 

that I have given. When I joined the Mmislay, somebody asked me why I 

should not increase the freight rate. I repied that I am for competition. We have 

not increased even the passenger fare. Evan then, our earning has increased. 

It was possible because the people who were not purchasing tickets earlier, 

have started purchasmg it. We are developing, with the reforms and 

liberalisation process, but without the people's cooperation, no reform can take 

place. We have first to involve the people and see that their interests are 

protected. Our goal will be fulfilled, if we work with dedication and give a thrust 

to our work. That way we can fulfil the people's expectations. It is a fact that 

we should take proper care and steps to see that the Indian Railways reaches 

the tribal and backward areas. Some Member complained that only Rs.50 

lakhs or Rs. 1/- crore was allotted and that it was not an adequate amount for 

a particular project. But, if we have to complete each and every project right 

now, we would be needing Rs. 30,000 crores. Somebody said that we were 

not spending enough amount on new zones, but my answer to them is we 

have to concentrate on our priorities. Is it the safety and security of the 

passengers and the smooth running of trains or opening up of new zones? We 

have to give priority to safety and smooth running of trains. With these words, I 

humbly request all the hon. Members of this House to pass the BUI. This has 

been pending for the last three months. 

SHRI VAYALAR RAVI: Madam, it has been brought to your notice 

earlier also that the people travelling to Kerala from Jammu and Kashmir or 
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from Delhi are being harassed in trains. These incidents happen from Bhopal, 

up to the border of Andhra Pradesh. The passengers with luggage, children and 

family are being harassed.   There is some racket operating. 

KUMAR! MAMATA BANERJEE: Who are harassing them? 

SHRI VAYAI.AR RAVI: Your Officers. They come and harass them. . If 

you pay them Rs. 100/- it is all right. This is a racket. Please put a stop ' to this 

harassment. 

KIJMARI MAMATA BANERJEE : We have decided to open more ticket 

counters. As far as the question of harassment of commuters is concerned... 

.(Interruptions)... 

SHRI VAYAI.AR RAVI:   They start checking in the trains.   They are 

getting into the compartments   at Bhopal or Nagpur or Gwahor and start 

harassing the families.    Sometimes they say that your luggage is five kgs, ; 

more. So give the money.   This kind of harassment is going on. We are -getting 

a lot of complaints.   I am requesting you to look into this matter an4.; see to it 

that this kind of harassment is not repeated. 

KUMARl MAMATA BANERJEE: Our intention is not to harass any 

passengers. IM, at present, what is going on in the country? Due to the 

subversive activities of the terrorists, the Railways have become the target. So, 

in order to save the lives of the passengers, we have to strengthen the 

vigilance. If there is any case of harassment, you write to me. I will see to it. 

But sometimes, we have to see the safety of the passengers. 

SHRI, VAYALAR RAVI;   It, is a,epntinus process.    We have been 

representing to every Railway Minister.  But nothing has happened. 

DR. ARUN KUMAR SARMA (Assam):    Sir, the hon. Minister was kind 

enough to declare that more funds have been given to the backward tribal 

areas.     It is the declared policy of the Government to spend 10 per cent of the 

budgetary allocation in the north-eastern region, but the Railway Ministry has 

not so far adhered to this policy decision of the Government. Not to speakof the 

budgetary support, the Railways have not even made adequate allocation for 

the north-eastern part of the country.   Will the hon. Minister clarify this point 

whether she will stick to the Government policy of allocation of ten per cent of 

the budgetary provisions to the North-East? 
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KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: I have already replied this point. 

SHRI DIPANKAR MUKHERJEE: I have only one point to make. I am 

happy that she has declared twelve coaches for Jessops. During 1998-99 and 

1999-2000, there have been no allocation of coaches for Jessops. During 

1996-97, there were 42 orders, during 1997-98, there were 56 orders, this 

year, the number is 12, which is too little. Can you increase it? Secondly, in 

her speech, she has stated that those who are more than 50 years of age, 

they cannot run up to youngmen. I think she can make it 60 years and above. 
 
KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: No, no. I have stated that something 

has changed somewhere. �ह� �ह� O��� 12 �ह� ह+ O��� 36 ह+ The total number is 

36. 
 
 �� �	=�?+�	 #�>��	 (��>T ���)): ���3�m�E �ह���, ��

.�� ��X. 4. 
# )�
# 
�o� �2 �ह0� )�\� ��i� ���0� 	��� ह5 �#	�
 ह���. =w��1.� ���� �����  =.�� ��=� 4. 
�. 33 ���2S 
�	�
#S� �r�. �2 �	ह�� ��X. ह��# 3. �o� 
हZ 	���,B��� ह�2 �0: ह� ;  
 
 3% �	�� ���	 &�"9: �ह�# >� ��� �.	48 
 ;  
 
 �� �	�=�?+�	 #�>��	: >� ��# 
�	�
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�	�
#S� ��#S. �2 
�� �# �.	48 ;  
 
 �� �	�=�?+�	 #�>��	: ह� 
�� �#
# �#  	�8 �5��� ह� >� �] ��� )�
� 4��� ��� 
�.	48 ;  
 
 3% �	�� ���	 &�"9: 
हZ-
हZ B��2 12 
हZ ह� B��2 36 ह� ;  

SHRI GOPALSINH G. SOLANKI (Gujarat): Sir, so far as the question of 

stoppage is concerned, she must have received at least 900 requests for 

introduction of further stoppages also. But the train which stops in between 

100 kms, 65 kms and 45 kms and reaches before time, for such a train, if the 

stoppages are called for or requested by the hon. Members, they should be 

provided. No social justice is being done if the train starts from Bombay and 

comes to Delhi, but in between, the stoppages are not given.  It is not social 

justice. 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI): You send your 

request to the Minister.  The serial number of your request will be 901. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI; Regarding the dividend, I think, 

dividend to the tune of Rs. 1500 crores has been deferred. Already, there is a 

wide gap between the amount anticipated for any project and the amount 

spent. I will give you one example. There was one project from Coimbatore-

Irugur, covering a distance of 17 kms. The amount anticipated for this project 

was Rs. 25 crores some three years back. But still, we have spent Rs. 3 

crores. What I am trying to say is that this amount of Rs. 1500 crores, when it 

is a deferred dividend, it means during the next year, I have to make good for 

that. 

In that case, next year also we will be affected. I would like to know from 

the hon. Minister whether there is any plan with the Railway Ministry to pay this 

dividend. If so, what is the plan or proposal that it is having to pay the dividend 

without affecting the projects which are already included in the Budget 

proposals? 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: Sir, there is nothing new. In the years 

1979-80, 1980-81 and 1984-85 the dividend was deferred. The Government 

has some financial problem. Therefore, in consultation with the Ministry of 

Finance, it has been deferred. Earlier it was paid in the year 1992.  This time 

also we will pay it as early as possible. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI):  The question 

"That the Bill to authorise payment and appropriation of certain sums 

from and out of the Consolidated Fund of India for the services of the 

financial year 2000-2001 for the purposes of Railways, as passed by 

Lok Sabha, be taken into consideration." 

The motion was adopted 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI SURESH PACHOURI):  We shall now 

take up clause-by-clause consideration of the Bill. 

Clauses two and three and the Schedule were added to the Bill. 

Clause I, the Enacting Formula and the Title were added to the Bill. 

KUMARI MAMATA BANERJEE: Sir, I move: 
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' That the Bill be returned.' 

The motion was adopted. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN:   The House stands adjourned till 11 O'clock 

on 4th May, 2000. 

The House then adjourned at forty-seven minutes past seven of the clock, 

till eleven of the clock, on Thursday,  

 


